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Abstract
Background: Animal models can be used to mimic human conditions of psychopathology, and
also as pre-clinical models to evaluate candidate drugs. With hormonal treatment it is possible to
produce behavior in the rat which corresponds to the mental symptoms of pre-menstrual syndrome
(PMS), and pre-menstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD). PMS affects 25-30 % of all women in fertile
age and 3-8% are diagnosed with the more severe condition PMDD. The cardinal mental symptoms
are; irritability, mood-swings, depression, anxiety, fatigue, insomnia, difficulties with concentration
and memory and learning difficulties. The symptoms of PMS/PMDD occur in the luteal phase in
conjunction with increasing concentrations of progesterone (P4) and P4-metabolites. In anovulatory
cycles the symptoms are absent. The hormones which produce the monthly reoccurring negative
symptoms on mood are foremost the neuroactive metabolites; allopregnanolone (ALLO) and
tetrahydro-deoxycorticosterone (THDOC). ALLO is produced by the corpus luteum, but can also be
synthesized in the brain, both ALLO and THDOC can also be released from the adrenal cortex
during stress. These steroids are active on the inhibitory GABA neurotransmitter system through
the GABAA receptor, and the effects are similar to that of alcohol and benzodiazepines. These
steroids have strong sedative and hypnotic effects. A paradox is that some individuals seem to react
with negative mood on sex steroids while all fertile women have the cyclical steroid changes during
the menstrual cycle. Some individuals are more sensitive to neuroactive steroids with influences of
personality, heritability and stress factors.
Aims: The thesis aims were to develop pre-clinical animal models of PMS/PMDD and to investigate
induction of ALLO tolerance, individual sensitivity to neurosteroids and the interactions between
chronic social stress and neurosteroids.
Methods: In these studies male and female Wistar rats were used to test steroid hormone effects
on learning and memory and behaviors analogous to negative mood symptoms. This was
accomplished through hormonal treatment and a subsequent withdrawal period from P4 (P4) +
estradiol (E2) (PEWD), or ALLO. To assess tolerance, memory and learning in the Morris water
maze (MWM) was studied. Anxiety-like behaviors were tested with the elevated plus maze (EPM),
open field test (OFT), and the intruder test (IT). The EPM or OFT was used to classify the rats as
high or low responders on risk-taking and explorative behavior (HR/LR). For social ranking order
assessment the tube test (TT) and food competition test (FCT) were used. Chronic social stress was
accomplished through co-habituation with two older rats (chronic subordination stress). In female
rats the estrous cycle followed using staining of vaginal smears. Concentration of corticosterone
(CORT) was measured by radio-immuno-assay (RIA).
Results: In the MWM ALLO pre-treatment produced tolerance to the acute negative ALLO effects.
Both male and female rats showed behavioral correlations between the EPM and OFT tests, and
correlations were also seen in CORT levels. Individuals with the stable trait of high risk-taking and
explorative behavior (HR) were more sensitive to PEWD induction of anxiety-like behavior. These
animals also showed decreased CORT levels during withdrawal. Chronic subordination stress
enhanced the response to PEWD on measures of locomotor activity and social anxiety-like behavior.
Conclusions: It is possible to induce tolerance to the negative ALLO effects on learning and
memory. The animal models of anxiety-like behavior show an individual PEWD response profile
where HR rats are more sensitive. Exposure to chronic social stress enhanced the PEWD response.
Hence there are both inherent and environmental factors behind the behavioral response to steroid
hormones in rats.
Keywords : PMS, PMDD, rats, progesterone, estradiol, behavior, individual response,
stress interaction, tolerance, withdrawal, learning and memory, anxiety.
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ABSTRACT
Background
Animal models can be used to mimic human conditions of psychopathology, and
also as pre-clinical models to evaluate candidate drugs. With hormonal treatment it
is possible to produce behavior in the rat which corresponds to the mental
symptoms of pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS), and pre-menstrual dysphoric
disorder (PMDD). PMS affects 25-30 % of all women in fertile age and 3-8% are
diagnosed with the more severe condition PMDD. The cardinal mental symptoms
are; irritability, mood-swings, depression, anxiety, fatigue, insomnia, difficulties with
concentration and memory and learning difficulties. The symptoms of
PMS/PMDD occur in the luteal phase in conjunction with increasing
concentrations of progesterone (P4) and P4-metabolites. In anovulatory cycles the
symptoms are absent. The hormones which produce the monthly reoccurring
negative symptoms on mood are foremost the neuroactive metabolites;
allopregnanolone (ALLO) and tetrahydro-deoxycorticosterone (THDOC). ALLO
is produced by the corpus luteum, but can also be synthesized in the brain, both
ALLO and THDOC can also be released from the adrenal cortex during stress.
These steroids are active on the inhibitory GABA neurotransmitter system through
the GABAA receptor, and the effects are similar to that of alcohol and
benzodiazepines. These steroids have strong sedative and hypnotic effects. A
paradox is that some individuals seem to react with negative mood on sex steroids
while all fertile women have the cyclical steroid changes during the menstrual cycle.
Some individuals are more sensitive to neuroactive steroids with influences of
personality, heritability and stress factors.
Aims
The thesis aims were to develop pre-clinical animal models of PMS/PMDD and to
investigate induction of ALLO tolerance, individual sensitivity to neurosteroids and
the interactions between chronic social stress and neurosteroids.
Methods
In these studies male and female Wistar rats were used to test steroid hormone
effects on learning and memory and behaviors analogous to negative mood
symptoms. This was accomplished through hormonal treatment and a subsequent
withdrawal period from P4 (P4) + estradiol (E2) (PEWD), or ALLO. To assess
tolerance, memory and learning in the Morris water maze (MWM) was studied.
Anxiety-like behaviors were tested with the elevated plus maze (EPM), open field
test (OFT), and the intruder test (IT). The EPM or OFT was used to classify the
rats as high or low responders on risk-taking and explorative behavior (HR/LR).
For social ranking order assessment the tube test (TT) and food competition test
(FCT) were used. Chronic social stress was accomplished through co-habituation
with two older rats (chronic subordination stress). In female rats the estrous cycle
1

followed using staining of vaginal smears. Concentration of corticosterone (CORT)
was measured by radio-immuno-assay (RIA).
Results
In the MWM ALLO pre-treatment produced tolerance to the acute negative ALLO
effects. Both male and female rats showed behavioral correlations between the
EPM and OFT tests, and correlations were also seen in CORT levels. Individuals
with the stable trait of high risk-taking and explorative behavior (HR) were more
sensitive to PEWD induction of anxiety-like behavior. These animals also showed
decreased CORT levels during withdrawal. Chronic subordination stress enhanced
the response to PEWD on measures of locomotor activity and social anxiety-like
behavior.
Conclusions
It is possible to induce tolerance to the negative ALLO effects on learning and
memory. The animal models of anxiety-like behavior show an individual PEWD
response profile where HR rats are more sensitive. Exposure to chronic social
stress enhanced the PEWD response. Hence there are both inherent and
environmental factors behind the behavioral response to steroid hormones in rats.

SWEDISH SUMMARY
Djurmodeller kan användas för att spegla humana hormonellatillstånd som premenstruellt syndrom (PMS), sjukdomstillstånd som pre-menstruell dysphoric
disorder (PMDD), och som pre-kliniska modeller för framtida läkemedel.
Hormonerna bakom PMS/PMDD är främst neuroaktiva nedbrytnings produkter
av progesteron (P4) som påverkar nervceller och hos råttan ger försämrat minne
och inlärningsförmåga, ångest och irritationsliknande beteenden. De steroid
metaboliter som främst anses ge upphov till symptomen är allopregnanolon
(ALLO) och tetrahydrodeoxykortikosteron (THDOC). ALLO är en biprodukt av
P4 som främst kommer från gulkroppen, men som också kan produceras i hjärnan.
THDOC och ALLO kan också komma från binjurebarken. Steroiderna verkar på
det inhiberande neurotransmittorsystemet GABA genom GABAA receptorn, och
har liknande effekter som bl.a. alkohol och benzodiazepiner.
Hos människa ger dessa steroidmetaboliter upphov till en rad mentala besvär
kopplade till steroidernas effekter i hjärnan, främst tillstånd som PMS och PMDD.
De svåraste symptomen drabbar 3-4 % av alla kvinnor och betecknas som PMDD.
Det finns också kopplingar mellan dessa steroider och; post-partum depression,
menstrautionscyckelbunden migrän och katamenial epilepsi, och ökad demens efter
hormonterapi hos postmenopausala kvinnor. Huvudsymptomen associerade med
dessa steroidmetaboliter innefattar; irritation, humörsvängningar, depression, sämre
koncentrationsförmåga, inlärningssvårigheter, trötthet och sömnsvårigheter.
Steroiderna finns hos både män och kvinnor, fast i högre och cykliska
2

koncentrationer hos kvinnor. Steroiderna har starka kroppsegna hypnotiska
effekter, och dess direkta funktion är ångestdämpande och sedativa. Steroidernas
effekter följer en så kallad ”bi-fasisk” kurva med olika effekter vid låg och höga
koncentrationer och dessutom uppkommer vissa symptom efter en abstinens fas.
Paradoxalt reagerar också vissa kvinnor med negativt humör och irritation vid låga
steroidkoncentrationer.
Djurmodeller är ett bra sätt att studera dessa steroideffekter. För detta används bl.a.
beteendemodeller som mäter inlärning, minne, upptäckande, nyfikenhet och ångest
hos råtta. Råttans instinktiva rädsla för höjder och öppna ytor och deras preferens
för mörka och trånga utrymmen används för att mäta hormoneffekter på
ångestbeteenden i dessa beteendemodeller som kan liknas med PMS och PMDD
humörpåverkan hos människa. Behandlingsschemat var upplagt för att framkalla
P4 + östradiol (E2) abstinens. Det finns motsvarigheter till denna abstinens hos
människa under slutskedet av menstruationscykeln, efter graviditet och efter
avlutad hormonbehandling.
I relation till minne och inlärningseffekter har tolerans påvisats mot de negativa
ALLO effekterna. Resultaten har betydelse för förståelsen av mekanismen bakom
minne och inlärningseffekter under menstruationscykeln, graviditeten och
klimakteriet. Resultaten visar att beteende som tyder på ångest kan framkallas med
en abstinens från P4 + E2 behandling. Stresshormonnivåerna var skilda mellan
behandlade och kontrollgrupper, vilket antyder att skillnaden i råttans
stressreaktion hänger ihop med svaret på behandling. Det finns dessutom
individuella skillnader hos djuren som återspeglas i beteendemodellerna, och som
korrelerar mellan modellerna i både beteende och stresshormon koncentration.
Studierna i avhandlingen visar att råttan har en stabil ”personlighet” av risktagande
och upptäckande. Denna ”personlighet” har betydelse för hur råttan reagerar på P4
metaboliter. Det är alltså möjligt att förutse hur en råtta kommer att reagera på
hormoner utifrån råttans ”personlighet”. De råttor som visar mycket risktagande
och upptäckande reagerar mer på hormon än de med lägre risktagande. Detta ses
hos råttor av båda könen. Detta individuella stress-svar är stabilt och påverkar
beteendet efter P4 + E2 behandling.
Dessa fynd är underlag för mekanismerna bakom steroidmetaboliternas effekter
och hur de kan tänkas blockeras. Den kliniska betydelsen av dessa resultat indikerar
att en viss karaktär reagerar på P4 + E2 och dess metaboliter, och denna karaktär
anger också vilken individ som kan tänkas vara mest mottaglig för behandling.
Liknande relationer finns kliniskt mellan personlighet och hormonkänslighet.
I denna avhandling visas också betydelsen av interaktionen mellan kvinnligt
könshormon och stress med att kronisk social stress ökar effekten av P4 + E2
abstinens. Denna sociala stressmodell bygger på råttans naturliga situation. När
råttorna bor tillsammans bildar de en rangordning, och denna rangordning påverkar
3

effekten av hormoner. De råttor med lägst rang är mest mottagliga för
hormonernas negativa effekt på ångestliknande beteende. Detta fynd ger nya
kunskaper om vilka ytterligare faktorer som kan medverka till steroideffekterna.
Hos PMS/PMDD patienter skiljer sig inte hormonkoncentrationerna från friska
kvinnor. Frågan är varför vissa individer reagerar på steroider och andra inte. Social
stress i kombination med personlighet och ärftlighet kan vara en bidragande orsak.
Sammanfattningsvis visas i att tolerans kan framkallas mot negativa ALLO effekter,
och att råttans ”personlighet” avgör effekten av steroidhormonerna där mer
risktagande och upptäckande råttor påverkas lättare. Kronisk social stress förvärrar
dessutom de negativa effekterna av steroidhormoner. Hos råtta finns det alltså både
medfödda och miljöfaktorer bakom effekten av steroidhormoner.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
ALLO
CNS
CORT
Dominant
DSM-IV
E2
EB
EPM
Flumazenil
FSH
GABA
GABAA
HPA
HPG
i.p.
i.v.
Intermediate
IT
LH
MPA
MWM
NMDA
OF
OFT
P4
PEWD
PMDD
PMS
s.c.
SEM
Subordinate
THDOC
Triad
TT

Allopregnanolone
Central Nervous System
Corticosterone
The highest social rank within a triad.
Diagnostic and statistic manual of mental disorders 4th
edition
17ß-estradiol
Estradiol benzoate
Elevated plusMaze
α-reductase inhibitor, blocks conversion to ALLO
Follicle stimulating hormone
Gamma amino-buturic acid
Gamma amino-buturic acid type A receptor
Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
Hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal
Intraperitoneal
Intravenous
The intermediate social rank within a triad
Intruder test
Lutenizing hormone
medroxyprogesterone-acetate
Morris water maze
N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (glutamate receptor)
Open field
Open field test
Progesterone
Progesterone + estradiol withdrawal
Pre-menstrual dysphoric disorder
Pre-menstrual syndrome
Subcutaneous
Standard error of the mean
The lowest social rank in a triad.
Tetrahydro-deoxycorticosterone
One cage containing three animals.
Tube test
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INTRODUCTION
Hormones and behavior are intimately related and the environment and external
stimuli can trigger hormonal secretion in both humans and animals. Testosterone is
essential for aggression in male rats (Edwards, 1969), vasopressin administration
increases monogamous pair bonding in voles (Insel et al., 1994), and reproductive
hormones are fundamental for mating behavior (Becker, 2002). The response to
visual, olfactory, tactile and auditory stimuli can all affect hormonal secretion. In
rats, exposure to longer periods of light advances puberty (Edmonds and Stetson,
1993), pregnancy (Mitchell and Yochim, 1970), and the scent of male urine
pheromones advances puberty (Lombardi and Vandenbergh, 1977). Group housed
females have a prolonged diestrous phase (Van der Lee, 1955) and female
pheromones synchronises their estrous cycles (McClintock, 1984). Mounting
behavior can induce a false pregnancy (Diamond, 1972), suckling by pups stimulate
glucocorticoids, prolactin and oxytocin (Walker et al., 1992), and ultra-sonic
vocalization from rat pups suppress the effect of allopregnanolone (3α-OH-5αpregnan-20-one)(ALLO) (Vivian et al., 1997). In canary birds, the song of a male
can simulate the female ovary and the male testis (Brockway, 1967), food restriction
reduces reproductive function (Brinkworth et al., 1992), and stressors release the
stress hormones; adrenaline and glucocorticoids (Sapolsky, 2002). Light and
darkness also affects behavior through regulation of melatonin secretion in rats
(Redman et al., 1983).
In humans, hormones also have a great impact on behavior with environmental
influences. Light and darkness affect melatonin, cortisol, growth hormone, gonadal
hormones, and the on-set of puberty (Bellastella et al., 1998; Bojlen and Bentzon,
1974). Temperature and day light affect global human reproduction (Roenneberg
and Aschoff, 1990), and odors changes the length of the menstrual cycle
(McClintock, 1971). Humans have a close relationship between hormonal levels
and sexual activity (Fox et al., 1972), and auditory stimuli of a baby screaming can
produce lactation (Uvnas-Moberg and Eriksson, 1996). Hormonal regulation is
determined by a triangulated feedback loop were one trigger hormone can initiate a
cascade of other hormones which in turn later stop secretion of the trigger
hormone (Berne et al., 1998). Imbalances in reproductive hormonal regulation can
lead to behavioral and mood disturbances, and to psychopathology in humans
(Alexander and Peterson, 2001; Maras et al., 2003; Seeman, 1997). To identify and
understand specific endocrine effects on behavior and psychopathology animal
models are utilized. Animal models allows for a reduction of external and internal
factors influencing endocrine secretion affecting behavior. These models can isolate
genetic, environmental and individual effects of hormones on behavior.
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Hormones
Hormones are synthesized by specialized glands or tissues and function as distant
signaling substances that do not require a direct neuronal connection to transmit a
signal to a specific cell. Signals can be transmitted from one cell to another
(autocrine), via the blood stream (endocrine), or be spread from one receiver cell to
neighboring cells (paracrine)(Alberts et al., 2008). A target cell requires a specific
hormonal receptor protein, and the activation of the receptor results in activation
of a signal transduction mechanism that produces cell type-specific responses. The
stimulation is often terminated by a negative feedback-loop. Hormones have many
effects in the cell. They can through secondary effects (genomic effects) change the
permeability of the cell membrane, alter enzyme activity and metabolism, and
produce other hormones, and can regulate gene activation and protein transcription
(Alberts et al., 2008). These signaling substances exist in all multi-cellular
organisms, even plants (Mathews, 1990). In vertebrates there are three classes of
hormones; peptide/protein hormones i.e. insulin, amine derived hormones i.e.
catecholamines and adrenalin, lipid and phospholipid derived hormones i.e. the
cholesterol derived hormones; steroid hormones i.e. progestogens and estrogens,
and eicosanoids i.e. prostaglandin.
Steroid hormones
Due to their lipophilicity steroid hormones have different characteristics than other
hormones. They diffuse easily across the blood brain barrier and into the cytosol of
a target cell (Alberts et al., 2008). There are five groups which are labeled by the
receptors which they bind to: progestagens, estrogens, androgens, glucocorticoids,
mineralocorticoids and vitamin D (Genuth, 1998). The effects can be mediated
both by slow genomic mechanisms and through fast non-genomic regulation. For
genomic actions the steroid binds to a receptor which enters the nucleus or directly
to a nuclear receptor (Paul and Purdy, 1992). Inside the nucleus the steroidreceptor complex binds to a DNA sequence and induces transcription of a specific
gene. For the non-genomic action steroid hormones act as neuronal membrane
receptors ligands which can depolarize or hypopolarize the cell membrane.
Stress and sex steroid hormones
The sex steroid hormones are produced mainly by the gonads (ovaries and testes)
and adrenal glands but can also be synthesized within the central nervous-system
(CNS) (Baulieu, 1997; Yen, 1999). Estrogens and progestogens are mainly
produced in the ovaries, and the androgens; testosterone and dihydrotestosterone
are mainly produces by the testis (Becker, 2002). The main stress steroids are the
glucocorticoids; cortisol, corticosterone (CORT) and deoxycorticosterone which
are mainly produced by the adrenal glands. These stress and sex steroid hormones
all originate from cholesterol and are found in both sexes (O'Malley, 1999). The
major differences between the sexes are the differences in sex steroid
concentrations, metabolism, cyclicity and fluctuations, and the number of receptors
for each steroid hormone (Federman, 2006). Since the sex steroids, precursors and
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receptors exist in both sexes, exogenous administration of sex steroids produce
endocrine effects in both sexes (Södersten and Eneroth, 1980).
Neurosteroids and neuroactive steroids
The definition of a neurosteroid is that the steroid is produced within the CNS,
while a neuroactive steroid have an effect within the CNS, and synthetic steroids
can produce the same effects (Paul and Purdy, 1992). Neurosteroids and
neuroactive steroids both exert their action through slower nuclear steroid
hormone receptors (genomic effect), such as the progesterone (P4) receptor, but
also through non-genomic action which is similar to the action of a
neurotransmitter (Paul and Purdy, 1992). The NMDA and GABAA receptors are
examples of ligand-gated ion channels. The non-genomic effects are rapid and can
be used to induce anesthesia via the gamma-aminobutyric acid-A receptor (GABAA
receptor) (Paul and Purdy, 1992).
Pregnenolone and pregnanolone-sulphate
Pregnenolone the P4 precursor and its sulphate (pregnenolone-sulphat) have
excitatory and inhibitory effects. In the presence of NMDA pregnenolone-sulphate
potentiates the excitatory response (Wu et al., 1991). Pregnenolone-sulphate has
also an antagonistic effect on the GABA effect on the GABAA receptor (Haage et
al., 2005; Wang et al., 2006). The conversion from pregnenolone into P4 and other
pregnane metabolites is irreversible, and when administered systemic the response
is purely inhibitory. Small changes of the chemical structure can have great impact
on neurosteroid action.
Progesterone
The steroid hormone P4 is the major naturally occurring progestogen and is
synthesized in the gonads by the corpus luteum, during pregnancy (in the placenta),
in the adrenal glands (during stress) and in the brain (Baulieu, 1997; Yen, 1999).
Progestogens are defined by their ability to induce secretory changes in the
proliferative endometrium and exert a number of effects tied to reproduction (Yen,
1999). P4 also act as a neurosteroid and P4 receptors exists in the central and
peripheral and peripheral nervous systems (Baulieu, 1997).
Progesterone metabolites
The metabolites of P4 affect other receptors in the CNS than their precursor. The
5-α/beta-reduced and 3-α-hydroxylated pregnane steroids serve as endogenous
ligands of the GABAA receptor (Majewska et al., 1986). Thus acting on the
inhibitory GABA system through the GABAA receptor chloride channel (Barker et
al., 1986; Harrison and Simmonds, 1984; Paul and Purdy, 1992). These neuroactive
steroids are; pregnanolone, ALLO, and also the mineralocorticoid metabolite 3α5α-tetrahydrodeoxy-corticosterone (THDOC) (Baulieu, 1997). Other potent
neurosteroids from the P4 precursor pregnenolone are dehydroepiandrosterone
(DHEA) and pregnanolone-sulphate.
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Acute anxiolytic behavioral effects of P4 and P4 metabolites
The pregnane metabolites actions on the GABAA receptor are widely associated
with the non-sexual anxiolytic and anxiogenic behavioral effects of P4 (Bitran et al.,
1991; Concas et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2006). Acute P4 exposure produces
behaviors indicative of a reduction of anxiety-like behavior in rodents (Wieland et
al., 1991). ALLO and THDOC has effects in both males and females and produces
anxiolytic-like effects similar to those of diazepam (Bitran et al., 1991; Crawley et
al., 1986; Gomez et al., 2002). P4 (0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 mg/rat) and ALLO (0.125,
0.250, 0.5 and 1.0 mg/rat) injected s.c. produce a clear dose-dependent decrease in
burying behavior after 4 hours, with a greater effect of ALLO (Picazo and
Fernandez-Guasti, 1995; Picazo et al., 1998). Defensive burial is based on the
animal’s intrinsic burial behavior at the presence of stress or danger (Treit et al.,
1981). The effects of P4 are also seen in the elevated plus maze (EPM) and
defensive burying test 30 min after administration (Gomez et al., 2002), and 1 or 4
mg P4 increase EPM open arm time 4 h after administration (Bitran et al., 1993).
Infusions of ALLO into the ventral tegmental area increase central entries in the
open field, EPM open arm time, time spent in proximity to a male, duration of
social interaction, lordosis, pacing, and proceptivity (Frye and Rhodes, 2006).
ALLO and pregnanolone increase open arm time in the EPM (Bitran et al., 1991),
and ALLO increase open field test (OFT) central time (Czlonkowska et al., 1999).
Inhibition of the 5α reductase prohibits the conversion of P4 to ALLO and
abolishes the anxiolytic and antiepileptic effects of P4 (Bitran et al., 1995). In
addition in animals lacking P4 receptors the anxiolytic and antiepileptic P4 effects
remains due to conversion into ALLO (Reddy et al., 2004; Reddy et al., 2005). Pretreatment with the P4 receptor antagonist RU 486 is not effective in altering
PROG-induced anxiolytic behavior in the EPM (Bitran et al., 1995). These results
suggest a rapid conversion of P4 into ALLO, and attribute the P4 behavioral
anxiolytic effects to conversion into ALLO (Bitran et al., 1993; Bitran et al., 1995)
Estradiol enhance pregnane metabolite effects on behavior
Estradiol is the major estrogen and exerts non-genomic effect on the excitatory
glutamate NMDA receptor besides the classical genomic effects. The metabolites
estrone and estriol are less potent. The effects in the CNS are excitatory and
opposite that of the pregnane steroids. Despite these opposite actions P4 and E2
interact in producing behavioral effects attributed to the inhibitory GABAA
receptor effects of the pregnane steroids. There is an important interrelationships
between E2 and pregnane steroid receptors (Katzenellenbogen, 2000), and addition
and priming with E2 enhance both the P4 and ALLO effects (Frye and Rhodes,
2005; Landgren and Selstam, 1995). Estrogen-priming is needed for P4 to increase
licking behavior during a lick suppression test (Rodriguez-Sierra et al., 1986). The
effect of ALLO is also related to the E2 fluctuation of the estrous cycle. ALLO
increase open arm time in estrous rats and ovariectomized estrogen primed rats,
with no effect in diestrous and ovariectomized non-primed rats (Laconi et al.,
2001). E2 is necessary for the ALLO effects on increased central entries in the
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open field, EPM open arm time, time spent in proximity to a male, duration of
social interaction, lordosis, pacing, and proceptivity (Frye et al., 2008). E2 also
increases the anxiogenic effect of P4 withdrawal (Costa et al., 1995; Gallo and
Smith, 1993)
In humans, similar interactions are seen where sequential HRT using P4 in postmenopausal women increases synthesis and serum levels of allopregnanolone
(Andreen et al., 2006b; Bernardi et al., 2003), and addition of E2 worsens negative
mood symptoms during HRT (Björn et al., 2003). Effects on mood in humans and
behavioral effects in rats are dependent on interactions between E2 and pregnane
steroids.
ALLO, learning and memory
Learning is one of the biological processes that facilitate adaptations to one’s
environment through acquisition of information and skills (Domjan, 2003).
Learning can also incorporate the avoidance of threatening stimuli. Escape is
rewarding if it turns off a threatening stimuli. This is referred to as negative
reinforcement, and is the process of learning and memory acquisition of the Morris
water maze (MWM). Avoidance learning has been extensively studied using the
“two process theory of avoidance” (Mowrer, 1951). This is a common principle
used to assess learning and memory since the rodent will naturally seek ways by
which to terminate an aversive stimulus (Domjan, 2003). Learning comes easily for
rodents and serves as an evolutionary selected trait of the species. In the learning
paradigm, rodents are the most commonly used laboratory animal due to it’s
admirable learning ability.
Spatial learning is mediated by the hippocampus (Olton and Papas, 1979), and
acute ALLO impairs learning in the MWM (Johansson et al., 2002) via the GABAA
receptors including the α5 subunit (Dawson et al., 2006). In women high levels of
P4 produce cognitive disturbances (Brett and Baxendale, 2001), which are largely
mediated by ALLO (Paul and Purdy, 1992). This can be compared to the
benzodiazepines which show unwanted memory deficits due to GABAA receptor
activation in the hippocampus, as well as tolerance to these effects (McNamara and
Skelton, 1997). In the rodent MWM task the sedative effects are controlled for by
similar swim-speed and distance between ALLO treated animals and controls.
Acute ALLO impairs episodic memory in women (Kask et al., 2008), and in postmenopausal women on hormone replacement therapy negative effects on memory
and learning have been seen as an increased incidence of dementia (Huang et al.,
2006). In opposition pregnane metabolites have been claimed to have
neuroprotective effects and positive effects on learning and memory (Frye and
Walf, 2008), and in the peripheral and central nervous system ALLO,
pregnenolone, P4, DHEA and pregnenolone-sulfate are neuroprotective through
increased synaptic functioning and myelinization (Schumacher et al., 2000;
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Schumacher et al., 2001). These neuroprotective properties are promising as
therapy after brain injury to minimize brain damage (Wright et al., 2007). It is
possible that neurosteroids could be used as treatment of traumatic brain injuries.
In relation to the negative effects of neurosteroids in rodents and humans the
dosages, length of exposure and prior exposure to neurosteroids are likely
mediating factors.
Steroid hormone regulation of the HPA and HPG axis
The Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is initiated by the hypothalamic
release of CRH (Corticotrophic-releasing-hormone), which stimulates the release of
adreno-cortico-tropine-hormone (ACTH) from the anterior pituitary. ACTH
stimulates the release of cortisol/corticosterone from the adrenal cortex, and when
cortisol/corticosterone reaches the hypothalamus CRH secretion is inhibited via
negative feedback (fig. 1). The same mechanism occurs both in males and females.
The HPA axis has a marked circadian rhythm, and CORT rises at the onset of the
active phase (dark-phase for rodents) (Keller-Wood ME, 1984). The change in
CORT may reach a 40-fold concentration at the beginning of the active phase
compared to the end of the resting-phase (Keller-Wood ME, 1984). Hence, the
influence of glucocorticoids on behavioral and interactions with sex steroids may
depend on the time of the day.

Figure 1. The HPA (Hypothalamic-pituitary-Adrenal) and female and male HPG
(Hypothalamic-pituitary-Gonadal) axis. Reprinted with permission from Hiller-Sturmhofel et al.,
1998.

The HPG axis is inititiated by hypothalamic release of GnRH (GonadotropicReleasing Hormone) which stimulates the release of FSH (Follicle-StimulatingHormone) and LH (Lutenizing- Hormone) from the anterior pituitary. In females
LH and FSH stimulate the ovaries to produce P4 and estrogen. The ovarian
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production of E2 and P4 during the menstrual/estrus cycle regulates the LH and
FSH production via negative feedback (Hiller-Sturmhofel and Bartke, 1998). In
males LH and FSH stimulates the testosterone and sperm production and the LH
and FSH production is regulated via negative feedback (Hiller-Sturmhofel and
Bartke, 1998).
Adrenal steroids and behavior
The glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids are secreted by the adrenal cortex and
regulated by the HPA axis. These steroids are referred to as stress hormones
secreted in response to stressors. The glucocorticoids interact with pregnane
steroids in producing behavioral effects (Biggio et al., 1990; Smith et al., 2006), and
ALLO is also produced by the adrenal cortex and increased during stress
(Droogleever Fortuyn et al., 2004; Serra et al., 2000). In humans the main
glucocorticoid is cortisol while in rodents it is corticosterone (CORT).
Glucocorticoids have a dualistic action on rodent behavior were systemic CORT
increase novelty seeking (Oitzl et al., 1994), and engagement in novelty seeking
behavior also increases CORT levels. In addition to being a response to stress
CORT has been claimed to have rewarding properties during novelty seeking (Fish
et al., 2005; Piazza et al., 1993). Novelty seeking seems to be a part of the stress
response, perhaps to promote escape from danger which is signaled by increased
CORT levels. The direct and withdrawal effects from GABA-ergic drugs are
enhanced by CORT. If alcohol withdrawal prone mice are given CORT the
handling induced convulsions increase in severity (Roberts et al., 1994), stress
increase anxiety-like behavior during ALLO withdrawal (Smith et al., 2006), and
CORT levels alter behavioral and neurosteroids effects (Biggio et al., 1990). The
mineralocorticoids deoxycorticosterone (DOC) and tetrahydrodeoxycorticosterone
(THDOC) are also involved in the stress reaction. The catecholamines (adrenaline
and noradrenaline) are not mentioned here.
The GABA neurotransmitter
In the vertebrate central nervous system GABA is the dominant inhibitory
neurotransmitter. The main effect of GABA is to stimulate the opening of a
chloride channel (Rang et al., 2003), which allows chloride ions (Cl−) to pass
through the cell membrane and alter the electrochemical gradient. This Cl− ion flow
into the neuron tends to stabilize the resting potential or make it more negative,
which make it more difficult for an excitatory neurotransmitter to depolarize the
membrane and generate an action potential. The total effect is inhibition, a
reduction of neuronal activity. GABA is released through exocytosis from the
terminal boutons of the presynaptic neuron and stimulates the receptors on the
postsynaptic neuron which opens Cl− ion-channels. There are three different types
of receptors for GABA; the GABAA, GABAB and GABAC receptors. The GABAA
and GABAC are ionotropic ligand gated Cl-ion channels (Rang et al., 2003). These
receptors are quick to open their Cl− channel. The GABAB receptor is
metabotropic and triggers a series of intracellular events which results in opening of
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ion channels. These effects are slower in changing ion-channel activity and
decreasing neuronal activity. The presence of GABA also increases the
neurosteroid affinity to the GABAA receptor (Wang et al., 2008).
The GABAA receptor
The GABAA receptor belongs to the class of ligand-gated ion channels and has five
subunits which comprise the Cl− ion-channel (Chebib and Johnston, 1999). The
receptors can be located in the synaptic cleft and produce rapid phasic effects, or
extrasynaptically and maintain a constant tonic inhibition (Herd et al., 2007).
Substances acting as ligands to the GABAA receptor are the; benzodiazepines,
alcohol, barbiturates and neurosteroids, which have similar behavioral and
psychoactive effects (Majewska et al., 1986). The common effects are: reduced
anxiety and aggression, sedation and sleep induction, reduction of muscle tone and
coordination, anticonvulsive effects and amnesia (Rang et al., 2003). These drugs
vary on their receptor binding site, therapeutic index (optimal dosage), and abuse
potential (Mehta and Ticku, 1999; Rang, 2003). Neurosteroids have a specific
binding site on the GABAA receptor which depends on the subunit composition
(Lan and Gee, 1994). The subunit composition influences the neurosteroid
response and the subunit expression of the GABAA receptor varies between
different brain areas (Lambert et al., 2001). Hence the subunit composition
controls which brain area that will be affected and subsequently produces the
behavioral response (table 1).
Table 1. GABAA receptor subunit in rat brain and their relation to brain areas and specific
effects. Adapted with permission from Korpi et al., 2007.
Effects
Memory and learning disruption
Anxiety and mood disturbance
Fatigue, sedation and exhaustion
Depression induced by stress
Eating disorders
Relapse in alcohol abuse
Balance and mobility disorders
Epilepsy and excitability disorders

Brain area
Hippocampus
Hippocampus & amygdale
Wide spread
Hypothalamus
Cerebellum
Cerebellum

GABAA receptor subunits
α5, δ
α2, α4, β3, δ
α1
α1, α3, β1, β2, δ, γ2
β3
α6
α6, β2, δ
α1, β3

GABAA receptor subunits and pregnane-steroid effects on behavior
Connections have been made between GABAA receptor active drugs and effects
with regards to the GABAA receptor subunit composition in specific brain areas.
The neurosteroid effects in relation to GABAA receptor subunits depend on
wheatear the effects are observed directly or during neurosteroid withdrawal.
Direct effects of ALLO infused into the hippocampus increase gamma2 GABAA
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receptor subunit mRNA (Nin et al., 2008), while during ALLO withdrawal there is
an increase in mRNA for the α4 subunit of the GABAA receptor in the
hippocampus (Smith et al., 1998b). The acute effects were associated with
anxiolytic-like behavior in the forced-swim test (Nin et al., 2008), and the
withdrawal effects were associated with anxiety-like behavior on the EPM (Smith et
al., 1998b). The anxiolytic and anxiogenic response to neurosteroids differ with
regards to the transcription of mRNA coding for different GABAA receptor
subunits. For the effects of neurosteroids on anxiety-like behavior the general brain
areas involved are the amygdale and hippocampus (Akwa et al., 1999; Gulinello et
al., 2002). Predominant features are also the α6 localization in the cerebellum and
α5 localization in the hippocampus (fig. 2)(Bäckström et al., 2008). The GABAA
receptor subunit mRNA distribution in the rat brain has been identified using in
situ hybridization.

Figure 2. The distribution of GABAA receptor subunits in different rat brain areas using in situ
hybridization. Reprinted with permission from Bäckström et al., 2008.

Homeostasis and tolerance mechanisms
Homeostasis and tolerance applies to the actions of neurosteroids and the concept
was first introduced by Walter Cannon in the 1930’s to describe physiological
compensatory mechanisms (Cannon, 1932). After a system disturbance an
opponent process is required to restore balance, a negative feedback loop is most
often involved. After prolonged disturbance of a physiological system there is a
decrease in sensitivity, e.i. tolerance. Development of tolerance has been described
by the opponent-process theory of emotion by Solomon and Corbit 1974.
According to the theory emotional responses to various stimuli, including drugs
show a distinct pattern. The opponent-process theory is a homeostatic theory
which assumes that neurophysiologic mechanisms are involved in maintaining
behavioral and emotional stability. Drugs often have primary and secondary effects.
The primary response occurs during the elicited stimulus and the opposite
secondary response emerges when the stimulus is terminated (Solomon and Corbit,
1974). With repeated exposure the primary response becomes weaker and the
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secondary withdrawal response becomes stronger as consequences of homeostasis
disruption and tolerance development.
In pharmacology tolerance is defined as; following repeated exposure the drug
effect is reduced and a higher dose is required to achieve the primary effect (Rang
et al., 2003). When tolerance is analyzed in more detail the factors of
pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, and tolerance development rate are
considered. Pharmacodynamic-tolerance refers to what the drug does to the body,
such as decreased sensitivity at the receptor site. This type of tolerance is what
generally decreases the effect of a drug over time. Pharmacokinetic-tolerance is
what the body does to the drug such as; absorption, distribution, metabolism,
excretion factors, e.i. increased drug clearance (Rang et al., 2003). Tolerance
development rate is evaluated by the time it takes before the dosage has to be
increased to achieve the desirable effect. A fast tolerance development often
increases the risks of side effects and addiction. Some drugs show acute tolerance
and the dosage has to be increased during a single exposure (Turkmen et al., 2008).
Tolerance can appear after administration of other drugs of the same class
(homologous cross-tolerance), and tolerance can also develop to other classes of
drugs (heterologous cross-tolerance). These mechanisms are often used to assess
the mechanisms of new substances. Behavioral-tolerance can occur through
habituation to the drug effects. For example heavy drinkers do better on a number
of tests used to assess alcohol effects compared to non drinkers with the same
blood alcohol concentration (Goldberg, 1943).
In addition to the pharmacological compensatory factors there are also
psychological compensatory mechanisms. The cues associated with a drug effect
can become conditioned through classical Pavlovian conditioning to elicit the
compensatory secondary response (Dworkin, 1993; Riccio et al., 1991), which
produces physiological and emotional compensatory reactions (Ehrman et al.,
1992). A wide range of psychoactive drugs can be conditioned to elicit
compensatory mechanisms, including the GABAA receptor stimulating
benzodiazepines and alcohol (Siegel, 1999). The elicited conditioned secondary
response produces aversive emotional and physiological effects, habituation of the
primary response and a decline of the drug effect, e.i. tolerance. Most psychoactive
substances show tolerance development and the effects can be used to gain new
information on drug pharmacology, mechanisms and psychopathology.
Tolerance and the GABAA receptor
Tolerance development follows a number of steps after repeated drug exposure
(Rang et al., 2003). First there is a desensitization which is characterized by
decreased receptor currents during continuous drug exposure. Uncoupling occur
between GABA and other ligands acting on the GABAA receptor and endocytosis
of the subunit polypeptides (Alberts et al., 2008). This degrades the subunit
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proteins and decrease the expression of subunit mRNA, and phosphorylation can
also changes the receptor properties (Alberts et al., 2008).
Tolerance development is expressed in similar ways for neurosteroids,
benzodiazepines and alcohol. Neurosteroids, alcohol and benzodiazepines show a
cross-tolerance in both animals and humans (Moran et al., 1998; Nyberg et al.,
2004; Sundström et al., 1997). This indicates a common site of action and similar
pharmacodynamic mechanisms on the GABAA receptor. A short term exposure
can change the subunit composition of the GABAA receptor and lead to changes in
sensitivity to neuroactive steroids. Long term stimulation of the GABAA receptor
by these substances decreases the mRNA expression of GABAA receptor subunits
(Barnes, 1996; Kumar et al., 2004). ALLO produces a down regulation of the
GABAA receptor and reduces the binding sites for benzodiazepines and ALLO
(Birzniece et al., 2006; Yu and Ticku, 1995). A seven days treatment with the
benzodiazepine flunitrazepam decreases the mRNA subunits of several different
receptor subtypes (Tietz et al., 1999). Diazepam show similar effects which lasts for
14 days (Holt et al., 1996) or up to three weeks (Wu et al., 1994). Treatment with
benzodiazepines produces a long term decrease in the GABAA receptor mRNA
expression. Reduced receptor subunit expression is the main tolerance effect, with
up regulation of delta and α4 receptor subunits (Smith et al., 2007).
Withdrawal and the GABAA receptor
Withdrawal effects are the compensatory homeostatic mechanisms after
stimulation of the GABAA receptor. Most drugs with effects on the GABAA
receptor show signs of withdrawal after discontinued usage (Rang et al., 2003).
Symptoms of withdrawal vary dependent on the individual, the dosage, and the
length of use (Ashton, 1984). In rats the mRNA expression in various brain areas
during ALLO withdrawal is an indication of the drugs site of action. At withdrawal
from ALLO there is enhanced transcription of the gene coding for the GABAA
receptor α4 subunit (Smith et al., 1998a). Blocking translation of α4 receptor
subunit prevents the withdrawal effects of increased seizures and decreased GABA
currents (Smith et al., 1998a). The increase of the GABAA receptor α4 subunit at
ALLO withdrawal in the hippocampus is one of the proposed compensational
mechanism behind tolerance development in PMS and PMDD patients (Smith et
al., 1998a).
Two types of withdrawal from GABAA receptor active drugs
The withdrawal effects from different GABAA receptor active drugs are very
similar (Rang et al., 2003). Withdrawal from alcohol, barbiturates and
benzodiazepines all produce; tremors, anxiety, insomnia, agitation, depression,
intolerance to light and noise, unsteady gait, weight loss, numbness tingling feelings
nausea, delirium and seizures (McKim, 2003). For benzodiazepines there are both
high and low dose withdrawals effects with different symptoms and time course
(Smith and Wesson, 1983). High dose withdrawal symptoms include; tremors,
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convulsions, psychosis, insomnia and nightmares. The low-dose withdrawal
symptoms are slower and include; anxiety, panic, irregular heartbeat, increased
blood pressure, concentration and memory impairment and feelings of unreality
(fig. 3). The withdrawal symptoms occur in cycles and fluctuate (Smith and
Wesson, 1983), and the frequency of re-occurrence vary between different
symptoms (Ashton, 1984). Certain individuals are more susceptible to
benzodiazepine withdrawal. At therapeutic dosages around 15-44 % experience
withdrawal symptoms (Higgitt et al., 1985). Both types of withdrawal may co-exist
and overlap for individuals who have taken high dosages for longer than six
months. A withdrawal from low dosages of neurosteroids may show a similar
fluctuating pattern.

Figure 3. Two types of benzodiazepine withdrawal.
During withdrawal from high doses of benzodiazepines the symptoms are severe, but short in
duration. Withdrawal symptoms from low doses are less intense but have longer duration and a
fluctuating patter. Adapted from: Mckim, William A., Drugs and behavior: an introduction to
behavioral pharmacology, 6th Edition, © 2007, p.173. Reprint by permission of Pearson
Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, NJ.

Negative cross-feedback mechanisms of steroid hormones
Steroid hormones can exert negative cross-feedback on other classes of steroids.
There is a cross- interaction between the HPA axis and the pregnane neurosteroids.
ALLO lowers the expression and release of corticotropin releasing hormone
(CRH) (Patchev et al., 1994), and a single dose of P4 or ALLO attenuates the
elevation of plasma ACTH and serum CORT after emotional stress (Owens et al.,
1992; Patchev et al., 1996). Correspondingly, administration of CRH and ACTH
increases the levels of ALLO in the plasma and brain (Torres et al., 2001). These
results indicate that ALLO act to suppress the stress response of increased CORT
levels. The compensatory secondary ALLO response may be responsible for the
negative effects. The modulating action of ALLO on the HPA axis is presumably
acting in the hypothalamus where there is an abundance of GABAA receptors
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(Jones et al., 1984; Patchev et al., 1996). This close relationship between the HPA
axis and the pregnane neurosteroids emphasizes an interaction between stress and
pregnane steroid effects on mood and behavior, and the increased ALLO levels
after CRH and ACTH administration may contribute to effects on mood and
behavior.

PMS and PMDD
The premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is characterized by recurrent psychological or
somatic symptoms (or both), occurring during the luteal phase of the menstrual
cycle. The psychiatric symptoms of PMS/PMDD include irritability, anxiety,
affective liability and depression (DSM IV, 1994; Bäckström et al., 1983). The
difference between PMS and PMDD is that PMDD has a DSM-4 criterion whereas
PMS is more vaguely defined. Premenstrual syndrome affects 25-30 % of all
women in fertile age and 3-8% are diagnosed with the more severe condition premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD) (Sveinsdottir and Bäckström, 2000). The
symptoms associated with PMS/PMDD are closely related to presence and
concentration of pregnane steroids (Wang et al., 1996). In anovulatory cycles of
PMDD patients the symptoms disappear (Hammarbäck et al., 1991), and are
reinstated with P4 (Bäckström and Hammarbäck, 1991). The symptoms are cyclical
and occur after formation of the corpus luteum which produces P4 and ALLO
(Wang et al., 1996). The ALLO potentiating effects on the GABAA receptor is
associated with the PMS and PMDD (Andreen et al., 2006a; Bäckström et al., 1986;
Bäckström T, 2003; Fish et al., 2001; Gallo and Smith, 1993; Hammarbäck and
Bäckström, 1988; Mok and Krieger, 1990).
PMDD criterion
In most menstrual cycles of a PMDD patient at least five of the following
symptoms (1-10) are present during the last week of the luteal phase and are absent
post menses (DSM IV, 1994). At least one of the symptoms has to be: (1), (2), (3)
or (4). The symptoms should interfere with work or school or with usual social
activities and relationships. Co-morbidity should be ruled out and the symptoms
must be present on two following cycles.
(1) Markedly depressed mood, feelings of hopelessness or self-deprecating thoughts
(2) Marked anxiety, tension, feelings of being "keyed up" or "on edge"
(3) Marked affective lability (e.g., feeling suddenly sad or tearful or increased sensitivity to
rejection)
(4) Persistent and marked anger or irritability or increased interpersonal conflicts
(5) Decreased interest in usual activities (e.g., work, school, friends, hobbies)
(6) Subjective sense of difficulty in concentrating
(7) Lethargy, easy fatigability or marked lack of energy
(8) Marked change in appetite, overeating or specific food cravings
(9) Hypersomnia or insomnia
(10) Other physical symptoms, such as breast tenderness or swelling, headaches, joint or
musclepain, a sensation of "bloating"and weight gain.
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PMS/PMDD mood symptoms and GABAA receptor agonists mechanisms
The wide ranges of PMS/PMDD mental symptoms are due to acute paradoxical
effects, biphasic effects dependent on the concentration, tolerance development
and withdrawal effects (Bäckström et al., 2003).
The biphasic ALLO effect
The relationship between ALLO concentration and negative mood effects are
biphasic and follow an inverted U-shaped curve (Andreen et al., 2006b). That there
is an optimal effect at the peak of the curve, and higher dosages diverge from the
desired effect (fig. 4). In both humans and animals moderate doses ALLO and
pregnanolone have typical GABAA receptor agonistic effects such as; reduced
anxiety (Wieland et al., 1991), sedation (Timby et al., 2006) and anti-epileptic effects
(Landgren et al., 1998). The low dose response to GABAA receptor agonists shows
great individual variability, with adverse mood effects in some individuals and this
mechanism is probably similar to that of PMS/PMDD symptoms.

Figure 4. The biphasic curve and the paradoxical effect.
During the initial low dose concentrations there are positive effects on mood; anxiolytic &
sedative effects in normal individuals. With increasing concentrations in some individuals
produces negative mood effects and dysphoria. The response depends on individual variability
and a disinhibition of stress and frustration.

The paradoxical effect of GABAA receptor agonists
This paradoxical effect occurs at low dosages which disinhibit (release) an
aggressive response to provocation (Ben-Porath and Taylor, 2002). ALLO can be
anxiolytic like the benzodiazepines therefore it is puzzling why an increase in
ALLO during the menstrual cycle can be related to development of negative mood
and irritability. The answer to this paradox seems to be that GABAA receptor
agonists in sensitive individuals induce aversive symptoms. The paradoxical
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symptoms induced by these GABAA receptor active drugs are depressive mood,
irritability, aggression and other symptoms which coincide with the criteria for
PMS/PMDD in the luteal phase. In 3-6% of the human population barbiturates
and benzodiazepines produces severe irritability/aggression and moderate effects
are seen in 20-30% (Masia et al., 2000; Weinbroum et al., 2001). In the remaining
population these drugs are anxiolytic and sedative. The prevalence of an adverse
response to GABAA receptor agonists coincide with the prevalence of PMDD
among women in reproductive age (3-8%), and the milder symptom of PMS (2535%)(Sveindottir and Bäckström, 2000). In certain humans and animal individuals
the reaction to all GABAA receptor agonists is with adverse mood symptoms of
anxiety, irritability/aggressiveness (Andreen et al., 2006b; Fish et al., 2001).
Aggressive behavior occurs in some patients undergoing surgery after
administration of midazolam (Wenzel et al., 2002). In an experimental setting of
delivering punishing electric shocks to an imaginary aggressor, low dosages of
diazepam increased the number of electric shocks (Ben-Porath and Taylor, 2002).
Increased aggression after low doses of alcohol is also seen in some women
(Dougherty et al., 1996), and in animal studies there is a aggressive sensitive sub
group (Fish et al., 2001).
Adverse effects has been shown in humans for ethanol (Cherek et al., 1992;
Dougherty et al., 1996; Miczek et al., 2003), barbiturates (Kurthen et al., 1991; Lee
et al., 1988; Weinbroum et al., 2001) benzodiazepines and ALLO (Beauchamp et
al., 2000; Miczek et al., 2003). The benzodiazepines produce irritability, aggression,
depression, confusion, violent behavior and loss of impulse control compared to
placebo (Hall and Zisook, 1981; Honan, 1994; Wenzel et al., 2002). The paradoxical
effect is clearly related to the GABAA receptor and can be reversed with the
benzodiazepine receptor antagonist flumazenil (Weinbroum et al., 2001). Similar
findings are seen in rats, where flumazenil and the other GABAA receptor
antagonists reduce midazolam and triazolam aggressive behaviour (Gourley et al.,
2005; Weerts et al., 1993).
The paradoxical effects are more common with short half life benzodiazepines.
This is a rapid withdrawal effect which is more pronounced for drugs that wear off
quickly, such as Triazolam (Rang, 2003; Shader and Greenblatt, 1993). ALLO also
has a very short half life and is similar to Triazolam in that respect (Purdy et al.,
1990; Shader and Greenblatt, 1993). A short half life is possibly associated with the
paradoxical effects (Shader and Greenblatt, 1993). A theory is that the short half
life of ALLO produces a rapid withdrawal, e.i. affective liability.
In hormone-replacement therapy for post-menopausal women different dosages of
medroxyprogesterone-acetate (MPA) produce a bifasic effect. A lower dose MPA
induce negative mood symptoms which is not seen at higher dosage or placebo
(Andreen et al., 2005; Andreen et al., 2006b; Björn et al., 2002). The negative mood
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symptoms follows the increase in ALLO serum concentration up to the maximum
luteal phase concentration, with further increase in ALLO concentration the
symptoms decrease in severity (Andreen et al., 2005; Andreen et al., 2006b). In
PMDD/PMS etiology it is found that personality factors are important (Bäckström
and Hammarbäck, 1991; Berlin et al., 2001; Björn et al., 2006; Freeman et al., 1995)
but also the environmental situation like chronic stress can be involved (Gannon et
al., 1989; Perkonigg et al., 2004).
Neurosteroid withdrawal
A decreased GABAA receptor modulator sensitivity (tolerance) has been shown in
PMDD patients during the cycle phase with high ALLO concentrations (Nyberg et
al., 2004; Sundström et al., 1998; Sundström et al., 1997). The degree of tolerance
reflects the severity of the PMDD symptoms (Sundström et al., 1998). ALLO
concentrations in the luteal phase mirror the intensity of the symptoms, and when
the ALLO plasma concentrations decline the symptoms continue to rise indicative
of a withdrawal effect (Wang et al., 1996). Withdrawal from neurosteroids is a
possible causative factor to the symptoms (Smith et al., 1998a). A comparison can
be made to the baby-blues which is a withdrawal from P4, E2 occurring on the
third day post-partum (Lommatzsch et al., 2006; Wang et al., 1996). Withdrawal
and paradoxical effects may co-exist during the luteal phase. PMDD patients
develop a neurosteroid tolerance within a week of the luteal phase and despite this
they react strongly to the low dose ALLO effect with irritability and anxiety, e.i. the
paradoxical effect (Andreen et al., 2006b).
The PMS/PMDD symptom of affective lability, e.i. mood swings can be compared
to the fluctuating low-dosage withdrawal syndrome. One of the main symptoms of
PMDD is affective lability (e.g., feeling suddenly sad or tearful or increased
sensitivity to rejection) (DSM IV, 1994). A theory is that the affective lability is an
expression of the fluctuating withdrawal-symptom similar to the low-dose
benzodiazepine withdrawal. It is possible that there is some fluctuation in steroid
concentrations between these daily measurements. The low-dose withdrawal
fluctuation could be influenced by pregnane-steroids secretion rates and intervals.
Variations could occur within a 24 hour period and during the luteal phase and also
interact with stress. Cortisol shows a steady daily variable secretion, and stress
steroids are known to enhance the effect of ALLO (Strömberg et al., 2005; Smith
et al., 2006). A hypothesis is that pulsatile and variable low-dose ALLO and cortisol
secretions during the luteal phase may perpetuate the symptoms of a low-dose
withdrawal. Affective liability during the luteal phase may arise due to low-dose
withdrawal mechanisms.
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Animal models of progesterone + estradiol withdrawal (PEWD)
There are a number of different studies of withdrawal from P4, and P4 + E2 with
focus on emotional reactivity and anxiety-like behavior in rodents. These studies
show a wide range of treatment length, steroid dosage and type of behavioral tests.
The experimental techniques and behavioral models can vary between laboratories
in aversiveness, such as different light and noise intensities. These confounding
factors can have great impact on the behavioral experimental outcome. A dose
response curve is a suitable strategy for finding the optimal dose range for each
laboratory condition.
Short term treatment withdrawal
The earliest P4 withdrawal study examining behaviors indicative of anxiety is from
Gallo and Smith, 1993. Animals were given 2.5 mg/kg P4 or 0.25 mg/kg P4 + 10
µg E2 for four days and then withdrawn for 24 hours. The higher dose produced
withdrawal effects in the defensive burial test and the light-dark test, while the
lower dose in combinations with E2 produced effects in the defensive burial test.
Blocking the P4 conversion to ALLO (3α-hydroxy-5α-pregnane-20-one) abolished
the effect (Gallo and Smith, 1993). This finding points towards ALLO as the active
substance and the authors give the reason for not using ALLO directly in
withdrawal as problems in crossing the blood brain barrier. This statement seems
rather odd when ALLO have clear effect on the GABAA receptor when given
acutely (Wieland et al., 1991). However, there seem to be some problems inducing
a withdrawal state from ALLO treatment. We have tried to induce ALLO
withdrawal tested in the EPM in our laboratory without success. Neither have we
been able to replicate a four day P4 (5 mg/kg) treatment and 24 h withdrawal
(Löfgren et al., unpublished).
In another study by Gulinello and Smith 2003, animals received three injections of
5 mg/kg P4 or 10 mg/kg ALLO administered i.p. over a 48 hour period and were
tested 3-4 hours after the last injection. Reduced EPM open arm time and
increased startle response was seen (Gulinello et al., 2003). With this treatment
(three days) we have not seen anything but anxiolytic effects in our EPM, neither
with females of the Long Evans strain (used in Gulinello et al. 2003), nor with
Wistar rats from the breeder we normally use. In our lab a longer P4 treatment and
addition of E2 is needed to produce anxiety-like behavior.
In a study by Gulinello et., al 2001 young female Long Evans rats were given high
doses of P4 (5 mg/rat ~ 45 mg/kg), or 10 mg/kg ALLO (i.p.) for a short period of
time (3-7 days). A behavioral test were performed in the morning 30-60 minutes
after the last injection. This ALLO dose results in hippocampal levels of 6.2±0.7
ng/g, which are regarded as within the physiological range (Frye and Bayon, 1999).
The effects of decrease of open arm time were present after three days and were
lost after six days. The up-regulation of the GABAA receptor α4 subunit in the
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hippocampus followed the same pattern (Gulinello et al., 2001). ALLO
administration (i.p.) showed a corresponding subunit up-regulation, but lacked any
effects on behavior. The supra-physiological levels of P4 can produce behavioral
and neuronal genomic effects, but the authors does not show any behavioral effects
after ALLO withdrawal. The reason for giving P4 instead of ALLO was that P4 is
naturally occurring during the estrous cycle and converts to ALLO with GABAA
receptor potentiating effects (Gulinello et al., 2001). Our laboratory has had
problems repeating withdrawal effects using only ALLO.
Long term exposure withdrawal
Another study by Gulinello et., al 2002 used implanted P4 in silicone capsules,
again ALLO was not administered (Gulinello et al., 2002). The capsules gave rise to
approximate ALLO levels of 7–12 ng/g in hippocampal tissue and approximately
40–50 ng/ml of P4 in plasma (Moran et al., 1998). The capsule was implanted for
21 days (same time as a rat pregnancy) and the animals were tested 24 hours after
removal of the capsule. Both female and male rats responded to withdrawal and
showed decreased time on the EPM open arms. Here greater effects were seen in
female than in male rats on both the acoustic startle response and α4 subunit upregulation in the amygdala.
Intermittent withdrawal
One of the key components of PMS/PMDD symptomology is the symptom
cyclicity. In humans some treatment effects can be delayed and not appear until
after a few cycles (Dennerstein et al., 1985). The impact of cyclicity has been
evaluated using three injection cycles of 5 days followed by 0-5 days of withdrawal
(Costa et al., 1995). In this study female rats (weight not specified) were given 0.5
or 5 mg P4, alone or in conjunction with 2 µg of E2. Assuming the animals to
weigh as in previous studies from this research group the dosages would be
approximately; 2.5 and 20 mg/kg and 10 µg/kg E2. ALLO was given at a dose of
20 mg/kg (i.p.). After a 24 hours withdrawal from the higher P4 and ALLO dose
the effects of Lorazepam diminished, P4 treatment had developed cross-tolerance
to Lorazepam. The lower dose of P4 + E2 showed no effect after one five day
cycle, and cross-tolerance emerged after the 3rd cycle. After more than 24 h
withdrawal the Lorazepam effect returned, e.i. after more than 24 hours the
tolerance to Loraepam after P4 is lost. Addition of the 3-α hydroxylase inhibitor
indomethacin together with the high P4 dose after three withdrawal cycles showed
no cross tolerance, e.i. when the conversion to ALLO was blocked there was no
cross-tolerance to Lorazepam. Hence ALLO has a similar mechanism as
Lorazepam since cross-tolerance is produced (Costa et al., 1995), and 24 hours is an
appropriate withdrawal interval. Similar treatment effects were seen on GABA
gated Cl- currents in pyramidal cells in the CA1 hippocampal area using the patchclamp technique.
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In our laboratory we have tried to induce behavioral withdrawal effects after the
identical scheme, using a 1 and 5 mg/kg (0.3-1.5 mg/rat) of P4. In Costa et al.,
1995 P4 at 5 mg/rat, or addition of E2 to the 0.5 dosage was needed to produce
tolerance. In the EPM we could not see any open arm avoidance after these
dosages. It is possible that our dosages were too low for induction of behavioral
withdrawal effect using this treatment regimen, and we did not add E2, which
seems to be a crucial component in producing P4 withdrawal effects at lower
dosages.
ALLO withdrawal
Producing withdrawal effects from ALLO is less common and requires specific
conditions. In a study by Smith et al. 2006 ovariectomized mice were given three
injections for three days with finasteride (50 mg/kg)(an 3α reductase blocker). This
drug reduces the levels of physiological ALLO and hence creating a three day
withdrawal period. Before the EPM test some animals received a foot shock and all
animals were given ALLO, which increased open arm time in non-stressed animals.
The mice in ALLO-withdrawal + acute ALLO + foot shock showed a decrease in
open arm time. There seems to be an interaction with stress in producing
anxiogenic ALLO withdrawal effects.
Pseudopregnancy
Pseudopregnancy (false pregnancy) is another method used to produce P4
withdrawal. If a sexually mature rat is mounted by a vasectomized male, or a young
female rat is injected with serum gonadotropin from a pregnant mare the rat will go
into a pregnancy state without conception (Inano and Suzuki, 1997; Kim and
Greenwald, 1986; Robinson et al., 1981). During pseudopregnancy a corpus luteum
is formed with elevated secretions of pregnancy steroids, including E2, P4, ALLO,
LH, FSH, and prolactin (Sawada, 1988; Smith et al., 1975). Pseudopregnancy
produce P4 levels at proestrous concentrations and diestrous levels of E2. On day
two of pseudopregnancy the peak concentrations are around 45-50 ng/ml P4 and
40-50 pg/ml E2 in plasma (Smith et al., 1975). Ovariectomy can be used to clear
out the physiological concentrations of P4 and E2, and 24 hours after ovarieectomy
the P4 levels drops from 45-50 ng/ml to 3.8 ng/ml, brain levels from 13.2 ng/g
during pseudopregnancy to 3.4 ng/g after a 24 hours withdrawal (Smith et al.,
1998b). Ovariectomized controls have P4 levels around 11.0 ng/ml and 1.8 ng/g in
brain (Smith et al., 1998b). This type of withdrawal induce decreased open arm
time on the EPM and decreased Lorazepam effects, and a six fold decrease of
GABAA gated chloride channel current in hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Smith
et al., 1998b). In a similar experiment of a 10 day pseudopregnancy followed by a
24 hour withdrawal an injection of 33 mg/kg (4 mg to around 120 g rat) P4
restored EPM behavior to levels of intact females (Bitran and Smith, 2005).
Pseudopregnancy has been successfully repeated and gives consistent results in the
EPM. A 10 day pseudopregnancy period followed by a 24 hour withdrawal is an
adequate model of progesterone + estradiol withdrawal (PEWD).
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ALLO withdrawal as a model of catamenial epilepsy
At the end of the luteal phase some women with epilepsy have increased seizure
frequency (Bäckström, 2007; Herzog et al., 1997; Newmark and Penry, 1980). The
increased premenstrual seizures have been ascribed to withdrawal from the
antiseizure effects of P4 (Bäckström, 1976; Laidlaw, 1956). The perimenstrual
catamenial epilepsy relate to withdrawal from ALLO (Kokate et al., 1999). After 11
days a single dose of finasteride (100 mg/kg, i.p), inhibiting conversion to ALLO,
there is an increase of seizure sensitivity (Reddy et al., 2001). Neurosteroid
withdrawal produces increased seizure susceptibility and mimics catamenial
epilepsy.

Animal behavior models
The Morris water maze (MWM)
The MWM is a widely used rodent model to evaluate learning and memory (fig. 5,
6). The task for the rats is to locate a hidden platform submerged under water using
navigational cues. In this test learning is expected within 20 trials (five days) and the
first eight trials are regarded as acquisition of the task (Morris, 1984). The test is
performed for five days with four trails on each day.

Figure 6. The Morris water maze (MWM).
The rat is sitting on the hidden platform and
has learnt it’s location.

Figure 5. The Morris water maze (MWM).
The rat is exploring the pool and swimming
along the wall.

To verify the memory of the platform location a probe test can be performed. Here
the platform is removed and time spent in the former platform quadrant is
measurement as an indication of memory. In paper one a black circular pool (180
cm in diameter and 60 cm high) was filled with 25 C° water to a depth of 32 cm.
The platform was placed 40 cm into the pool, 1.5 cm below the water surface, and
remained in the same position for all trials. Dim lights (10 lx) were used in the
water maze chamber (2.7 m×3.0 m). The walls were white with different
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navigational cues. Three of the walls had added geometrical cues; a black dot, a
white dot and a black cross, 20 cm in diameter, and placed 35 cm above the pool.
There were also three lamps in the MWM chamber, placed 60 cm above pool edge.
The elevated plus maze (EPM)
Generally the EPM represents a novel and aversive environment for the rodent,
were the intrinsic fear for open and elevated narrow spaces is used to elicit anxiety
(fig. 7). Assessment of anxiety-like behavior is the main purpose of the EPM, and
it’s one of the most commonly used methods for assessing anxiety (Hogg, 1996). In
humans anxiety is defined as an exaggerated fear, apprehension, and worrying for
certain events or activities (expectancy anxiety) (DSM IV, 1994). The difference
between fear and anxiety is that at a state of fear the behavioral response in rodents
is often a pronounced freezing, escape or active avoidance behavior (Perkins et al.,
2007). Anxiety is a lower state of fear where the behavioral response is more
complicated and can be expressed as a tendency to approach the source of threat.

Figure 7. The elevated plus maze (EPM)

The EPM consists of an elevated cross with two open arms and two enclosed arms
(Figure 5). The animal has the option of seeking shelter inside the closed arms or
exploring the aversive open arms. The dimensions of the EPM must be adjusted to
fit either mice or rat, and the arms should be narrow enough to stimulate aversion,
and wide enough to allow the animal to turn around without falling off. A plastic
maze is preferable over a wooden maze which is more difficult to clean between
trails. The colors of the maze should be adjusted to fit most standard color tracing
data systems. The EPM in it’s most common version was designed by Hanley and
Mithani (Handley and Mithani, 1984). The EPM arms are generally 45 cm long, 10
cm wide, closed arm walls 40 cm, junction area 10 x 10 cm, elevation is between
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50-70 cm above the floor (Handley and Mithani, 1984; Hogg, 1996). Duration of
testing is also variable, most activity is seen within the first five minutes with
declining activity there after (Walf and Frye, 2007). The starting position for testing
is usually the junction area of the EPM, either facing an open or closed arm. It is
important to maintain consistency of the starting position since variations can
affect EPM behavior.
Testing should preferably be performed in a separate chamber. When experiments
are performed in the animal housing facility there is interference of light and noise
which affect the experiment. There are also social and observational learning
factors which can influence the experiment. Rats communicate via ultrasonic
vocalizations and are able to communicate a state of fear. Observational learning
occur in rats and has been shown to improve learning in the MWM (Leggio et al.,
2003). It is preferable that the experimenter remain outside of the experimental
chamber with minimal disturbance, since noise scares the animals to seek shelter
inside the closed arms. Novel exposure is essential for assessing anxiety-like
behavior in the EPM. Repeated exposure to the EPM habituates the animals to the
fearful stimuli, e.i. the open arms and they will decrease their exploration of the
apparatus (Rodgers and Shepherd, 1993). Due to the novelty component the EPM
is unsuitable for repeated testing, and the limitation of running single trials renders
the test more vulnerable to confounding factors.
The total activity on the EPM should preferably be similar between the treatment
group and the control group, to avoid effects on locomotion which can be a
confounder in testing especially drugs with sedative/hypnotic qualities. Lighting is
another crucial factor of the EPM. Low light intensities (10 lux or less) increases
exploration to the extent that there is no difference between open and closed arms
(Reibaud, 1993). Lower light intensities may therefore not be suitable for testing of
anxiolytic substances. A certain level of basal fear behavior is needed to detect an
effect of an anxiolytic drug. An extreme light source of 300 lux heavily reduce open
arm time exploration, a moderate light source of 200 lux above the center junction
appear appropriate for anxiolytic testing (Reibaud, 1993).
The approach-avoidance conflict
The EPM apparatus incorporates an approach/avoidance conflict where the animal
can respond to the aversive stimuli of the test situation with either approach and
entrance of the open arms, or avoidance and seek shelter inside the closed arms
(Montgomery, 1955). The fear of open and elevated spaces was first utilized by
Montgomery in the 1950’s in formulation of the “approach-avoidance theory”.
According to the theory animal exploration is determined by the conflicting
motivations of exploratory drive (curiosity) and fear evoked by novelty
(Montgomery, 1955). This response produces an approach-avoidance conflict
which has been described in both humans and animals (Ennaceur et al., 2006). The
exploratory drive differs from other internal homeostatic drives such as hunger in
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that it is stimulated by novel external stimuli and habituation (satiety) is rapid after
exposure to the same situation (Bindra and Spinner, 1958). There are generally
three phases of exploration, in the first response to novelty there may be some
degree of freezing or avoidance, with time the animal will approach the fearful
stimulus (EPM open arms), as the stimulus becomes familiar the rewarding effects
of novelty diminishes and the exploratory drive decreases (Harro, 1993). These
three stages of exploration vary dependant on the situation, stimulus, individual and
prior training.
Montgomery observed that the rats explored the enclosed arms more than the
open arms of a T maze (Montgomery, 1955). Both arms evoked exploratory drive,
but the decreased exploration of the open arms was explained by increased fear of
open and elevated spaces. The rat has a natural exploratory drive, and part of the
anxiety provoked in the EPM relies on a fear of novelty, therefore a suppression of
exploration is interpreted as anxiety (Harro, 1993). A lower time and fewer entries
into the open areas are indicative of anxiety. Rats treated with anxiolytics show an
increased number of open arm entries/and or open arm time. Increased open arm
time can be accomplished with a wide variety of anxiolytic drugs, alcohol,
benzodiazepines, neurosteroids, antidepressants (Andrews and File, 1993; Brett and
Pratt, 1990; Rodgers and Johnson, 1998). The EPM is labeled as an anxiety model
because of the increase in open arm time after anxiolytic drugs administration. An
approach/avoidance conflict also exists for the similar OFT.
The open field test (OFT)
The OFT generally consists of a circular or square arena, with the purpose of
measuring locomotor activity, anxiety-like behavior, approach/avoidance,
exploration and risk-taking (fig. 8). In this sense the OFT is similar to the EPM
(Herrero et al., 2006; Ho et al., 2002; Ramos et al., 1997; Schmitt and Hiemke,
1998). One of the similarities between the OFT and EPM is the presence of choice.
The animals can either explore the central areas or stay close to the wall. Entrance
into the central zones of the OFT is an indication of reduced anxiety and increased
risk taking and exploration (Stefanski et al., 1992). The central area of the OFT is
similar to the open arms of the EPM. More time along the walls of the OFT is an
indication of anxiety and reduced exploration and risk taking (Choleris et al., 2001).
Increased locomotor activity can be a sign of both increased and decreased anxiety
(Harro, 1993).
Different sizes of the open field have been used for rats; 60 x 60 cm, 1 m x 1 m, 1.8
x 1.8 m (Harro, 1993). Testing time usually ranges from 4 to 30 minutes (Orlova et
al., 2003; Pahkla et al., 1996). Usually the OFT arena is divided into a square grid or
circular zones. Entrances to each zone or time in each zone can be recorded using
video tracking, infrared photo beams, or video analysis.
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Figure 8. The open field test (OFT).

Additional measurements include, rearing, sniffing, defecation, urination and
freezing. Increased defecation is a sign of anxiety (van Dijken et al., 1992). Lighting
effects the behavior in the OFT in the same manner as the EPM, low light increase
exploration and intense light restricts explorations (Nasello et al., 1998; Ramos et
al., 2002).
The OFT in this thesis was a circular arena made out of black Fiberglass with a
diameter of 180 cm with 60 cm high walls. A ceiling sited video camera monitored
the rat's performance. The recorded parameters were; speed and total distance, time
in 3 equally distanced circular zones, A (central zone), B (middle zone), and C
(outermost zone), time and distance close to the wall (thigmotactic movement).
Dim white lights (10 lx) were used in the OF room and the adjacent laboratory.
The animals were acclimatized to the test chamber before testing.
The tube test (TT)
This test is used to assess social ranking order between two competing rats (Masur
et al., 1975; Miczek and Barry, 1975). The test consisted of an opaque plastic tube
placed on a roll cart (fig. 9). The tube ends extend 15 cm over the table edge, and
underneath the tube ends (15 cm below) there is a padded surface. This experiment
starts by loading two rats simultaneously into the opposite ends of the tube, and
the experimenter holds the rats until both rats strive forward. A trial lasts until one
of the rats has pushed the other out of the tube and onto the padding underneath.
If both rats remained inside the tube the trail ends after 5 minutes. The winner rat
is considered the dominant rat. A total of five trials are needed to assess social
ranking order.
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Figure 9. The tube test (TT)

The food competition test (FCT)
The FCT is another method for determining the social ranking order and testing
drug effects on social competitive behavior (fig. 10). This test which includes all
animals in a cage, and has previously been used for assessment of social rank and
evaluation of anxiolytic drugs (Joly and Sanger, 1991). Time spent drinking an
attractive fluid is the dependent variable and the ratio of drinking time reflects the
social rank within a triad (Joly and Sanger, 1991). A subordinate status shows the
least amount of drinking time, and anxiolytic substances increase drinking time in
subordinate rats (Joly and Sanger, 1991). Benefits with this test are the natural
element of food competition in a social group and its dual application as both
assessment tool and behavioral test. Repeated testing is permitted and several
substances and groups can be evaluated in a single population. The test is quick to
perform. However the video analysis is time consuming and so far there is no
suitable alternative to the video analysis.

Figure 10. The food competition test (FCT).
The rats are competing for access to the drinking spout. The subordinate rat has been marked
with a black marker for identification.
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The test is performed by first placing a cage containing a triad of rats on a table. A
new lid is placed on the cage containing bottle with a mixture (1:5)(Volume) of
ordinary refined sugar and whole milk (3%). Here direct light has to be used (100
lx) for video recording purposes. The drinking spout is accessible to the animals
from a central position 14 cm over the cage floor. For assessment of the social
ranking order repeated training is required. At least five 10 minute trials are
necessary to establish competitive behavior over access to the drinking spout.
During training drinking time can be recorded using manual stop watches. For the
experimental trials a trial period of 5 minutes is used.
The intruder test (IT)
The IT simulates a socially conflicting situation and measures the social interaction
between rats (fig. 11). An intruder rat is confronted with three unfamiliar rats under
novel conditions. The IT measures defensive behavior, stress and anxiety-like
reactions towards unfamiliar rats and a novel environment (Ebner et al., 2005).
Common parameters are; digging, climbing (when the intruder was on top of
another rat), pinning (when the rat holds the intruder on its back with the paws on
the belly), walking, chasing, boxing, angiogenital-sniffing, rearing and wrestling
(when the intruder tumbles over with a resident rat). Lighting condition should be
kept low because greater light levels > 15 lx decrease activity.

Figure 11. The intruder test (IT).
The intruder rat is marked with a black marker. The other three rats are homecage resident rats.
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Individual differences
Divergence of behavioral and physiological traits within populations has been
documented in many species. Individual differences are seen for; aggression in wild
mice (Benus et al., 1991), reaction to hypoxia in rainbow trout (van Raaij et al.,
1996), resistance in pigs after being placed on their backs (Elizabeth Bolhuis et al.,
2005), and exploratory behavior in wild birds (parus major) (Dingemanse et al.,
2003). In rats, individual differences have been studied extensively and are seen
with regards to; learning and memory, aggression, anxiety and depression, drug
addiction and drug effects (table 2)(Ho et al., 2002; Miczek et al., 1994; Sudakov et
al., 1991; Touyarot et al., 2004). In humans the concept of individual differences is
common knowledge and the individual response depends on personality and
situational demands (Lazarus, 2006). Individual differences are often referred to as
coping styles, how the individual responds to an environmental challenge. Coping
is defined as the behavioral and physiological efforts to master a challenging
situation, when the response is consistent over time and/or across situations the
response is referred to as a coping strategy (Koolhaas et al., 1999). Many traits
associated with coping strategies are heritable and affect Darwinian fitness
(Koolhaas et al., 2007; Overli et al., 2007). The individual response can depend on a
variety of factors such as; genetics, prenatal experience, exposure to stressors, social
rank and stability of the group/environment (Sapolsky, 2002).
Table 2. Behavioral, physiological and neuroendocrine characteristics of HR and LR rats. Figure
modified and adapted with permission from Koolhaas et al., 1999.
Response
Aggression
Active avoidance
Defensive burying
Routine formation
Flexibility
Open arm time
Forced swim time
Active avoidance
HPA-axis stress response
Sympathetic response
Testosterone secretion

HR
High
Low
High
High
Low
High
High
Low
High
High
High

LR
Low
High
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
High
Low
Low
Low

Individual differences among rodents can be detected using a wide variety of
behavioral tests such as; the EPM and OFT, locomotor activity, intruder
aggression, rearing, light-dark test, social interaction, forced swim test, active
avoidance and burying (Benus et al., 1991; Ho et al., 2002; Kalinichev et al., 2004;
Ramos et al., 1997). An accepted practice for studying individual differences is a
bimodal median classifying rats as high or low responders (HR/LR) with respect to
their performance (Borta and Schwarting, 2005; Borta et al., 2006; Kabbaj and Akil,
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2001; Thiel et al., 1999). By combining similar behavioral models or through
repeated testing stable individual differences can be detected (Herrero et al., 2006;
Ho et al., 2002; Ramos et al., 1997; Schmitt and Hiemke, 1998). The EPM and
OFT concur in their capability of measuring individual differences with respect to
open area avoidance (Aguilar et al., 2002; Carola et al., 2002; Ramos et al., 1997;
Schwarting and Pawlak, 2004). HR/LR categorization and verification can be
performed using these two tests. Using two different tests are preferable since retesting produce habituation and reduce open arm time in the EPM (Rodgers and
Shepherd, 1993).
Because of the wide range of models used to characterize the animals there are
some inconsistencies across the literature. Various labels have been used such as;
active versus passive, shy versus bold, and proactive versus reactive, high and low
anxiety (Koolhaas et al., 1999). There can also be different degrees of behavioral
variation dependent on which behavior that is measured. For aggression there is
about a 0-30 % spread within the population and for anxiety-like behavior a 0-60 %
spread (Veenema et al., 2007). However, these two behavioral traits are related in
that aggression positively correlates with more EPM open arm time (Veenema et
al., 2007). High levels of aggression also correlate with less “depression” in the
forced swim test (Veenema et al., 2005). In HR rats the ACTH levels are higher
after an aggression test (Veenema et al., 2007), and CORT and ACTH levels are
also higher after a stressful challenge, while basal levels are unchanged (Kabbaj et
al., 2000; Marquez et al., 2006).
The differences in the physiological and neuroendocrine response underline the
differences in drug sensitivity between HR and LR animals (Piazza et al., 1991). HR
and LR animals differ in their behavioral response to various classes of drugs, such
as amphetamines (MDMA) (Ho et al., 2004). HR rats have a higher voluntary
ethanol intake and show a stronger withdrawal response (Henniger et al., 2002).
Morphine increase locomotion in HR rats and adrenalectomy abolishes the
heightened response (Deroche et al., 1993). Diazepam have a greater effect on
exploratory behavior in HR mice and rats (Crawley and Davis, 1982), and
scopolamine (acetylcholine antagonist) increase exploratory behavior only in HR
rats. The HR phenotype has a heightened sensitivity to many classes of drugs, a
greater withdrawal response, with involvement of the HPA-axis.
Social ranking order and social stress
There is a link between the individual HR/LR response and social ranking order
(Koolhaas et al., 1999), and the distribution of HR and LR individuals in a
population is a reflection of the social structure within the group (Otten et al.,
1999). The HR individuals are more dominant and aggressive (Koolhaas et al.,
1999), and within groups of rats the dominant individual are more aggressive
(Blanchard et al., 1975), has greater access to food and females, more exploratory
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activity than subordinates in the OFT, and lower pain thresholds (Raab et al.,
1986).
A subordinate status has a wide range of negative effects. These rats have a reduced
life-span and exhibit a behavioral pattern similar to that during predator exposure
(Blanchard and Blanchard, 1990). Subordinate rats also consume more alcohol
(Pohorecky, 2006), show increased defensive behaviors, weight loss, and changes in
sleep and feeding patterns (Malatynska and Knapp, 2005). From being subordinate
comes a social stress which have negative effects on behavior and physiology
(Blanchard et al., 1993a; Pacak and Palkovits, 2001). Social stress arises within a
group of rats due to the formation of a social hierarchy, with distinct behaviors
dependant on the social ranking order (Blanchard et al., 1993b). Prolonged social
stress produced behavioral effects of; decreased preference for sweet sucrose
solution, weight, exploratory activity, and increased immobility in the forced swim
test (Blanchard et al., 1993b; Koolhaas et al., 1997a; Koolhaas et al., 1997b; Meerlo
et al., 1996a; Meerlo et al., 1996b; Meerlo et al., 1996c; Rygula et al., 2005). Alcohol
consumption increases in subordinate animals, as well as cocaine self
administration (Kabbaj et al., 2001; Xigeng et al., 2004). Another form of
prolonged social stress is social isolation which increases aggressive behavior,
decreases EPM open arm time, cortical neurosteroid concentrations, and reduces
brain GABAA receptor function (Serra et al., 2000; Weiss et al., 2004;
Wongwitdecha and Marsden, 1996b).
The physiological effects of prolonged social subordination stress are; reduced
testes weights, and lower plasma testosterone (Blanchard et al., 1993a). After
chronic social stress the HPA-axis also becomes hyperresponsive to new stressors
(Akana et al., 1992), and glucocorticoid tolerance develops (Avitsur et al., 2001).
After social isolation stress the HPA-axis is also hyperresponsive to new stressors,
and there is a reduction of GABAA receptors (e.i. tolerance development) (Serra et
al., 2000), which may explain the altered reponse to GABAA receptors active drugs
after social isolation (Wongwitdecha and Marsden, 1996b). More research has been
done on the physiological effects of short acute social stress, which increase ACTH
and CORT levels, altered circadian rhythms, core temperature, blood pressure and
cardiac activity (Ebner et al., 2005; Meerlo et al., 1996a; Sgoifo et al., 1999). A
variety of neurotransmitter systems are affected by acute social stress. Alterations
have been reported for the GABA, glutamate, dopamine and serotonin systems
(Engelmann et al., 2004; Isovich et al., 2001; Krugers et al., 1993; McKittrick et al.,
2000). The social environment is a common source of stress for many group
oriented species and subordination stress has been argued to also widely influence
psychological well-being in humans (Björkqvist, 2001; Kessler et al., 1985).
Neurosteroid related psychopathology and the HPA axis
In affective disorders the HPA axis is regarded as a central component (Tsigos and
Chrousos, 2002), and the stress induced changes in brain neurosteroids
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concentrations may play an important role in shaping anxious and depressive
emotional states as well as interfere with homeostatic mechanisms. There is an
intimate relation between stress, neurosteroids, and GABAA receptors function.
Stress increases plasma and brain concentrations of ALLO and THDOC
(Barbaccia et al., 2001), which down regulate GABA-ergic transmission and
produce anxiety-like states (Biggio et al., 1990). The HPA axis can mediate various
anxious and depressive states. An overactive HPA axis produce the melancholic
subtype of depression with symptoms such as; anxiousness, hyperarousal, sleep
disturbances, weight loss, and less reaction to the environment (Gold and
Chrousos, 2002). A hypoactive HPA axis produces depressive symptoms labeled as
atypical depression with symptoms such as; apathy, hypoarousal, weight gain,
oversleeping, leaden paralysis, and interpersonal rejection sensitivity (Gold and
Chrousos, 2002). In exposure to longterm stressors cortisol levels are decresed in
stressful situations (Gordis et al., 2008). The close connection between
neurosteroids and the HPA axis interact in producing anxious and depressive
emotional states.
The HPA axis may influence the symptoms of PMS and PMDD (Rabin et al., 1990;
Redei and Freeman, 1993; Symonds et al., 2004). During the luteal phase of the
menstrual cycle there is evidence for a decrease in cortisol and ACTH levels in
PMS patients (Redei and Freeman, 1993; Symonds et al., 2004). Other studies have
not found this link, but report decreased evening cortisol in PMS patients (Rabin et
al., 1990). Another neurosteroid related condition is post-partum depression
(PPD), were the HPA-axis also has been implicated. A dysregulation of the HPA
axis has been reported in PPD women, with lower levels of cortisol and higher
ACTH levels (Jolley et al., 2007). Post partum depression is associated with a
previous history of premenstrual symptoms (Stotland and Stotland, 1999; Sugawara
et al., 1997), and women with a history of PPD have an HPA-axis which show
enhanced sensitivity to gonadal steroids (Bloch et al., 2005). The HPG-axis
produces PMS/PMDD symptoms and it is possible that changes of the HPA-axis
mechanisms are involved.
There are pronounced individual differences with regards to the HPA axis in both
humans and animals (Koolhaas et al., 1999; Petrides et al., 1997). The personality
traits of extroversion/introversion have been linked to differences in the stress
response and HPA axis sensitivity (van den Akker et al., 1995). Extroverted and
novelty seeking animals and humans has been shown more sensitive to drug effects
and addiction (Dellu et al., 1996; Lane et al., 2005), and extroverted women are
more likely to suffer from PMS and PMDD (Berlin et al., 2001; Freeman et al.,
1995). A lack of impulse control is another characteristic (Björn et al., 2006),
arousal and the stress response differ in women with PMS (Woods et al., 1994).
The HR and extroverted personality trait is a likely predictor of increased risk for
PMS and PMDD.
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The coping response to stress is related to the HR and extroverted personality trait.
These individuals are more likely to have an active problem solving response to
stress as well as a greater sensitivity to drugs. HR novelty seeking individuals could
possibly be more sensitive to anxiety, depression, drug effects, and addiction states
including a more sensitive HPA axis. The drive behind this trait may be the
rewarding effects of novelty (Dellu et al., 1996). When these individuals become
depressed or addicted to drugs their coping strategies may be more vulnerable, and
perpetuate the condition. Difficulties with problem focused coping, and a
preference for emotional coping are well known phenomenon in depressed
individuals and addicts undergoing alcohol and drug detoxification (Madden et al.,
1995).

Sex differences
Difference between males and females are well known phenomenon with regards
to reproductive endocrinology. The major sex difference is the concentration and
fluctuation of steroid levels in females, but males still have receptors for E2, GABA
and P4 and show behavioral responses to these steroids (Gomez et al., 2002;
Gulinello et al., 2002; Södersten and Larsson, 1975). Neurosteroids can have similar
effects in both sexes. ALLO and THDOC has effects in both males and females
and produces anxiolytic-like effects similar to those of diazepam (Bitran et al., 1991;
Crawley et al., 1986; Gomez et al., 2002; Majewska et al., 1986). After stress both
males and female rats respond with increased neurosteroid brain concentrations
(Barbaccia et al., 2001; Guo et al., 1995). Males have lower endogenous levels and
are not exposed to alternating levels of female sex steroid. There are indications
that this could make male rats more sensitive to steroids, and the effects can be
seen at lower steroid concentrations the in females (Finn et al., 2004). It is possible
to use male rats to study the effects of female sex steroids and stress steroids due to
the similarities in neurosteroid stress response and behavior response to systemic
administration of female sex steroids. One advantage is to avoid assessing the
female estrous cycle, a daily and time consuming task. Neither does the male rat
have to undergo ovariectomy and hormonal add-back implantations. A
disadvantage is that an interaction between male sex steroids like testosterone and
ALLO cannot be completely ruled out.
In humans the menstrual cycle and hormonal changes of the reproductive cycle
may contribute to sex differences. For example, the hormonal changes during the
normal menstrual cycle must be considered when evaluating many physiological or
brain-based sex differences. Men also show sex hormonal diurnal and seasonal
changes with fluctuations in testosterone production (Hampson, 2002 ). Periods of
changes in sex steroids that could affect sex differences are; puberty in both sexes,
pregnancy, post-partum, and aging (Becker et al., 2005).
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The estrous cycle
The estrous cycle in the rat lasts for 4-5 days and the cycle phases differ in many
respects e.g.; GABAA receptor subunits expression (Lovick et al., 2005), EPM
behavior (Marcondes et al., 2001; Vinogradova, 1999), and aggressive behavior
(Olsson et al., 2003). Female Wistar rats show increased anxiety in the nonreceptive diestrus phase which occurs 24 hours after the P4 peak (Olsson et al.,
2003), indicative of a withdrawal effect. Hippocampal ALLO concentrations are
highest in late proestrous and lowest during estrous (Genazzani, 1996). In late
proestrous the levels of hippocampal acetylcholine and serotonin are at their
highest while noradrenaline show the lowest levels (Hortnagl et al., 1993).
Proestrous females exhibit anxiolytic behavior on the elevated plus-maze, social
interaction, increased locomotion under bright light and defensive burying tasks,
these effects are connected with ALLO levels (Frye et al., 2000). Finasteride (a 5α
reductase blocker) abolished Proestrous enhanced central entries in the open field
and decreased immobility in the forced swim test (Frye and Walf, 2002). A natural
estrous cycle withdrawal state may contain withdrawal from serotonin and
acetylcholine in addition to P4 and ALLO.

Figure 12. Comparison between the human menstrual cycle and rat estrous cycle.
A: Fluctuations of E2, P4, and LH in a 28 days cycle in women, B: in a 4-5 days oestrus cycle in
female rats. For A the time unit is days in B, hours. The dark bars in B indicate the night of the
day/night cycle. Figured adapted with permission from Becker et al., 2005.
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Comparison to the human menstrual cycle
Women and female laboratory rats have largely different cyclical hormonal profiles
(fig. 12). The length of the cycle is 4-5 days in rats and 28 days in women (Butcher
et al., 1974). Female rodents do not develop a corpus luteum during the oestrus
cycle but this occurs during pregnancy. Rats have a short preovulatory peak but the
P4 production comes from the follicle. However, during a pseudo-pregnancy in
rats a proper corpus luteum is developed (Bixo et al., 1986; Landgren et al., 1998).
In the rat the LH surge occurs simultaneously as the P4 levels peaks and the E2
levels decline. Similarities between the human and rodent hormonal cycles are the
low E2 levels during the early follicular phase and corresponding diestrous phase
(rat), in both cycles E2 levels slowly increases while the P4 levels remains low
(McLachlan et al., 1987). In women there are inter- and intra-individual variations
in the onset of menstrual events and sex steroid concentrations (Buffet et al., 1998).
During the typical menstrual cycle, serum concentrations of E2 range from 30 to
300 pg/ml (Yen, 1999), and P4 concentrations vary from <1.0 to around 15 ng/ml
in the mid-luteal phase (Yen, 1999).
Progesterone and estradiol effects on male endocrinology
Male rats can be used to study the effects of female sex steroids. Both sexes have
similar basic reproductive endocrinology and receptors for P4 and E2 (Wagner et
al., 1998; Vreeburg et al., 1975). The pulsatile GnRH secretion from the
hypothalamus is not sexually dimorphic (Gay and Sheth, 1972). Males lack the
circadian rhythm for lordosis behavior and LH secretion response to E2
(Henderson et al., 1977), however there is daily variation in male sexual behavior
(Södersten and Eneroth, 1980).
Male rats show female lordosis behavior patterns in response to estradiol-benzoate
(EB) and P4 treatment, and females ovariectomized at birth does not display more
lordosis behavior than males castrated at 30 day (Södersten, 1976). With one
priming dosage of EB (100 µg) and 5 weeks of P4 (2 mg) a greater sexual
proceptive behavioral response can be obtained in males, such as; ear wiggling,
hopping, and lordosis behavior (Beach, 1976). Male rats are more sensitive to the
behavioral effects of both P4 and EB and are capable of displaying the same
reproductive behaviors as females (Södersten, 1984).
Stress steroids and the HPG axis
The HPG axis is not a closed system and gonadal steroid secretion can be affected
by stress hormones (e.g., catecholamines and glucocorticoids), and sex steroids can
affect stress responsiveness (Becker et al., 2005). Stress works inhibitory on the
HPG-axis, and inhibit GnRH and LH secretion (Aldo E. Calogero, 1998). This is
true for both acute and chronic stress (Gambacciani M, 1986; Rivier C, 1991), and
occur in both males and females (Bidzinska et al., 1993 ). Stress may also have
opposite effects in males and females. In rats, both basal and stress-induced
corticosterone secretion are more pronounced in females than males (Carey et al.,
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1995; Viau and Meaney, 1991), and CORT secretion varies across the estrous cycle.
In proestrous and estrous female rats show elevated basal and stress-induced
CORT levels compared to diestrous animals (Carey et al., 1995; Viau and Meaney,
1991). Female and males differ in their CORT secretion patters and ovariectomy of
female rats eliminate the sex differences in CORT amplitude and timing (Andrews
and File, 1993; Brett and Pratt, 1990; Rodgers and Johnson, 1998). At late prooestrus stress-induced plasma ACTH and CORT concentrations are at their peak,
coinciding with the P4 peak, possibly enhancing the stress response (Carey et al.,
1995; Strömberg et al., 2005). Female rats may experience a greater influence of
stress steroids on the HPG-axis.
Drug effects and sex differences
In women hormonal fluctuations have great influence on the drug response, and
there are sex differences in pharmacokinetics and reactions to several drug classes,
including antipsychotics analgesics, muscle relaxants, and antidepressants (Gandhi
et al., 2004). In the late luteal phase there a number of physiological changes which
can alter the response to drugs, such as; reduction of gastric acid secretion and
slower gastric emptying, increases in total body water, hepatic metabolism,
creatinine clearance, sodium retention (Yonkers and Brawman-Mintzer, 2002). The
main effect of these alterations is a reduction of drug concentrations in the late
luteal phase (Yonkers and Brawman-Mintzer, 2002). Concentrations of antidepressants (desipramine and trazodone) are reduced in the late luteal phase
(Kimmel et al., 1992), and oral contraceptives also reduce antidepressant
concentrations (Abernethy et al., 1984). Monoamine oxidase activity is reduced by
E2 and elevated by P4 (Klaiber et al., 1971), suggesting that P4 have a deteriorating
effect on mood (Klaiber et al., 1996). Drugs active on the GABAA receptor have a
reduced effect in the late luteal phase (Nyberg et al., 2004; Sundström et al., 1997).
Female sex steroids clearly influence the effects of drugs in women.
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THESIS AIMS:
There is a limited amount of research on pregnane steroid withdrawal and effects
on anxiety-like behavior and memory and learning impairments. In the clinical
population only a few women experience the severe symptoms and this subgroup is
the focus for future research. To address these questions animal models which can
mimic this subgroup are needed. Individual sensitivity to sex steroids and
interactions with stress are two possible factors influencing PMS and PMDD.
 Develop animal models for the negative behavioral effects of neuroactive
steroids.
 Induce tolerance to the ALLO effects on learning and memory in the Morris
Water Maze.
 Induce anxiety-like behavior after withdrawal treatments using P4 + E2 as a
behavioral model of PMS/PMDD.
 Examine withdrawal treatments in female and male Wistar rats.
 Examine individual response to P4 and E2 withdrawal.
 Examine effects of chronic subordination stress on P4 + E2 withdrawal.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
All experiments were performed using male out-bred Wistar rat strain, except for
paper 3 were female Wistar rats were used. Reversed light cycles were used in all
papers except for paper 1. The rat is a nocturnal animal, and by reversing the lightdark cycle the rats can be tested in their active phase. In paper 1 the animals were
housed individually, in paper 2-3 the animals were housed two per cage. In paper 4
the housing conditions were manipulated to produce chronic social stress. At
arrival one young and two old rats were housed together. Three same age animals
were also housed together to verify the effect of chronic social stress in the younger
rats. The Animal Experiment Ethical Committee of Umeå, Sweden approved all
procedures, housing conditions and experimental protocols (A97-99, A87-05, A8709).
Ethical treatment of animals
Ethical treatment of animals is not only a moral incentive to protect the well being
of the laboratory animals, but also necessary for the experimental outcome. To
minimize confounding factors it is important to keep the animals healthy and at
minimal discomfort at all times. In this thesis the studies have progressed towards
more ethological models of group housing and social interaction models. The
appliance of individual differences allows for detection of effects in smaller
populations. Identification marking in all studies was accomplished using a
waterproof marker instead of ear piercing. Continuous handling of the animals was
also performed since it reduces the animals stress levels. To not disturb the rats
natural nocturnal rhythm a revered light-dark cycle was used.
Statistical analysis
For statistical analysis the SPSS, version 15.0 was used. Both parametric and nonparametric statistics were used dependent on the distribution of the population.
Corticosterone (CORT) analysis
Blood samples were collected from the tail vein using a 25 G canula. Before blood
sampling the tail of the animal was placed in warm water (42 C°) for 1-2 minutes.
Around 300-500 µl was sampled from each rat. The total blood volume for a rat is
16 ml, and 5 % can be sampled without recovery (0.8 ml) (Diehl et al., 2001). The
samples were centrifugated at 2G for 10 minutes to separate the serum and the red
blood cells, 50 µl of plasma was required for a single analysis. A rat corticosterone
RIA kit; Coat-A-Count® was used prepared according to the company instructions
(Diagnostic Products Corporation, Los Angeles, USA).
Cytology classification
In paper 3 female rats were used and the estrous cycle phases were assessed using
smears from vaginal lavage. A glass pipette containing water and NaCl (9mg/ml)
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was used to collect the sample. The sample was put on a microscope slide, colored
with Lugol’s iodine solution, covered with a cover slip, and the estrous phases
determined with a Carl Zeiss microscope (fig. 13). For cytology definitions a
classification guide was used (Marcondes et al., 2002).
Diestrous

Proestrous

Estrous

Metestrous

50 µm

200 µm

Figure 13. Photomicrographs of unstained vaginal smears.
The cell types are indicated by; L = leukocytes, E = epithelial cells, C = cornified cells. The
photomicrographs are shown as 50 and 200 magnifications. The proportion of each cell type is
evaluated to determine the estrous phase. Diestrus consists of predominantly leukocytes which
decrease towards Proestrous. At Proestrous there is a predominance of nucleated epithelial cells.
Estrus is characterized by anucleated cornified cells. A metestrous sample is a proportional mix
of leucocytes, cornified and nucleated epithelial cells. The pictures were adapted with permission
from; Marcondes et al., 2002.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tolerance development to the negative ALLO effects on learning and
memory (paper 1)
Experimental design
To investigate tolerance development to ALLO paper 1 includes two experiments
and several different treatment regimens. In experiment 1 pre-treatment endured
for three days. One group was injected i.v. with ALLO (2 mg/kg) in the morning
followed by an evening vehicle injection, and another group with ALLO two times
per day. A corresponding control group received vehicle solution as pre-treatment.
To be able to increase the length of pre-treatment to seven days the administration
route was changed to i.p. in experiment two. There was only one ALLO pretreatment group which received ALLO (20 mg/kg) two times per day. A
corresponding control group received vehicle solution (sesame oil) two times per
day. Memory impairment in the MWM has also been achieved using i.p.
administration of ALLO, in dosages of 17-20 mg/kg (Matthews et al., 2002). After
the pretreatment period the animals were tested in the MWM 24 hours after the last
pre-treatment. Before the MWM trials the animals received an acute ALLO (2
mg/kg) i.v. injection. Control groups in experiment one and two received only
vehicle. This acute dosage makes the animal incapable of learning the MWM task
(Johansson et al., 2002).
Results
The main results were an induction of a chronic ALLO tolerance reducing the
negative effect of acute ALLO on learning and memory.
Experiment 1
In experiment 1 tolerance to the acute ALLO injections before the MWM trials was
seen in the group pre-treated with six ALLO injections. These rats managed to find
the platform faster (e.i. lower latency time), had less time swimming along the
MWM walls (thigmotaxis), and shorter total distance (fig. 14), in comparison to the
vehicle pre-treated group. The group which received ALLO once per day was not
different from the vehicle pre-treated group. Six ALLO injections were needed to
produce tolerance.
Experiment 2
The administration route was changed to i.p. and the pre-treatment pro-longed to
seven days. Here a stronger tolerance was also seen to the ALLO injections before
the MWM trials, and similar results were obtained as in experiment 1, but with
greater effect on the thigmotaxis parameter. ALLO (20 mg/kg) twice per day
produced similar effects as in experiment 1. The ALLO pre-treated rats found the
platform faster, had less thigmotaxis, and shorter total distance. The longer
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treatment in experiment 2 brought the ALLO pre-treated group closer to the
performance of the vehicle group. Only on the first day of the MWM was there a
difference between these groups.
Experiment 1

Experiment 2

(total ALLO 6X)

Figure 14. Differences between groups on MWM parameters.
Experiment 1 shows MWM data after 3 days of i.v. pre-treatment, once or twice (total of 6
ALLO injections) per day. Experiment 2 shows MWM data after 7 days of i.p. pre-treatment
twice per day.

A probe test confirmed the results in experiment two. One day after the MWM
trials all animals were tested for 60 seconds without treatment and without the
platform. ALLO pre-treated rats remembered the former platform position better
than the vehicle pre-treated animals and as well as the vehicle treated rats.
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Discussion
The main finding was that after multiple ALLO injections tolerance developed to
the negative ALLO effect on memory and learning. In both experiment 1 and 2 the
ALLO pre-treated group had better learning and memory performance than the
vehicle pre-treated group. The negative effects of acute ALLO confirmed earlier
reports (Johansson et al., 2002). The time needed for tolerance development
corresponds to other studies on tolerance development. Tolerance to
anticonvulsant effects of ALLO appear after 5 days of intracerabroventricular
administration (Czlonkowska et al., 2001). In humans barbiturate tolerance is
observed after 1-5 days (Aston, 1965). Tolerance development to ALLO is rapid
and can be acute and is observed already after 90 minutes (Turkmen et al., 2008).
The mechanism of tolerance development is central to understanding the
mechanisms of PMS and PMDD.
Tolerance development depends on the dosage, length of exposure, and
administration route (Kalant et al., 1971). In experiment 1, six i.v. injections were
needed to produce tolerance. Only three injections did not produce any tolerance
effects because of the shorter duration of exposure (injections once a day for only 3
days). The i.v. pre-treatment dosage of 2 mg/kg i.v. is a rather high dose and is
sometimes sufficient to affect the righting reflex, a criteria for anaesthesia. More
than three strong ALLO exposures were needed to produce tolerance.
To be able to prolong the pre-treatment the administration route was changed to
i.p. due to technical issues of performing more than 11 i.v. injections. I.p.
administration is also more suited for tolerance induction since it prolongs the drug
exposure and absorption (Chien, 1981). When ALLO is injected into the
abdominal cavity it passes through the portal circulation and is metabolized in the
liver. Therefore a larger dose is needed to induce the effect, and some of the effects
may be due to other pregnane metabolites such as THDOC (Holzbauer, 1976).
Another administration route such as s.c. might be preferable to decrease the
influence of first pass metabolism.
The probe test was performed without a preceding ALLO injection and confirmed
the tolerance effect in the ALLO pre-treated rats. For the vehicle pre-treated
animals ALLO was only present during learning of the MWM task. It is possible
that the ALLO treated rats would have performed better during ALLO influence,
e.i. state dependence. The phenomenon of state dependence, dissociation or
behavior tolerance is when a drug state influences memory performance dependent
on the condition in which learning occurred (McKim, 2003; Overton, 1972). If
ALLO had been administered before the probe test to the ALLO pre-treated
groups during MWM learning (five days) may have performed better.
The spatial ability is crucial for the MWM task, and it is possible that ALLO had a
reducing effect on spatial ability. The observed learning deficits in the MWM could
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be due to a reduction of spatial ability and due to an inability to learn or remember.
After the MWM task has been properly learnt acute ALLO blocks the ability to
find the hidden platform, whereas non-spatial learning in the MWM (visable
platform) is unaffected by ALLO (Matthews et al., 2002). These acute ALLO
effects could be that of reduced spatial ability and not deteriorated memory. ALLO
has a deteriorating effect on learning in the MWM task that is probably mediated
by both the hippocampus and cerebellum. In women the ability to solve spatial
tasks varies over the menstrual cycle, with a decreased ability in the mid luteal
phase (Moody, 1997; Phillips and Silverman, 1997). The decreased spatial ability
could be related to the sedative, balance and posture control effects of ALLO
(Friden et al., 2005; Timby et al., 2006). There is no control in the MWM test for
spatial ability which can be decreased by ALLO effects on balance control via the
cerebellum (Bäckström et al., 2008; Kato, 1990). To avoid these influences of
balance and body control effects on spatial ability other memory tests could be
used to compliment the MWM.
These experiments may also have been influenced by the animals housing
conditions. The animals were individually housed which can be compared to the
experimental stress induction of social isolation. This procedure facilitates learning
(Frisone et al., 2002; Wongwitdecha and Marsden, 1996a). This unintended housing
effect may have improved the baseline learning in these rats, which optimized the
experimental conditions.
Tolerance is an important concept for understanding the mechanisms of ALLO
induced symptoms and disorders. Besides the knowledge of the ALLO effects on
learning from this study a few implications on humans can be made. An
implication in humans is that prolonged exposure to ALLO may gradually improve
memory and learning, since ALLO is secreted in stressful situations (Droogleever
Fortuyn et al., 2004; Serra et al., 2000). After repeated experiences with stress
memory and learning may improve. Some examples of long term exposure where
an improvement hypothetically could be seen are; at the end of the luteal phase, or
after some time into a pregnancy, or after pro-longed stress. A theoretical example
could be that pregnant women in the first trimester may have more trouble
studying for an important and stress provoking academic test, compared to a
similar situation during the second trimester. The tolerance at prolonged exposures
may protect against the acute ALLO effects on learning and memory tasks.

Anxiety-like behaviors during PEWD in high risk taking and
exploring male rats (paper 2)
Experimental design
In papers 2-4 the hormonal treatments were aimed to reach physiological steroid
levels. A lower dose of 5 mg/kg P4 that in rats has shown effect on anxiety-like
behavior after addition of E2 (Gallo and Smith, 1993; Gulinello et al., 2001;
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Gulinello et al., 2003) and on the α4 receptor subunit (Griffiths and Lovick, 2005).
This dose of 5 mg/kg P4 given i.p. results in CNS ALLO concentrations of around
10 ng/g after 20 minutes, with undetectable levels after 2 hours (Moran et al.,
1998). A ten day P4 (5 mg/kg s.c.) treatment plus a single dose of E2 (10 µg/kg) on
the last day of treatment was aimed to produce withdrawal effects after 24 hours.
24 hours is a commonly used PEWD interval (Gulinello et al., 2002; Löfgren et al.,
2006; Moran et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998b).
One week after arrival to the facility the animals were tested in the EPM for
baseline behavior of risk-taking and exploration. No handling was conducted
before the EPM to preserve the aversiveness of the apparatus (Schmitt and
Hiemke, 1998). The rats were placed in the junction area of the EPM facing an
open arm and explored the apparatus for 10 minutes. The number of EPM open
arm entries was used to classify the rats as high responders (HR) or low responder
(LR). HR was defined as exploration of areas that are of potential risk value for the
rodent, e.i. open and elevated areas. The animals were assigned to vehicle or P4 +
E2. Treatment with P4 started 24 hours after the EPM test and 24 hours after the
last P4+E2 injection the animals were tested in the OFT. The OFT lasted for 15
minutes. The EPM and OF tests were chosen because of their coherence in
measuring approach/ avoidance and anxiety-like behavior (Herrero et al., 2006; Ho
et al., 2002; Schmitt and Hiemke, 1998).
Results
The main finding of this paper was a relationship between the individual HR
behavioral phenotype in male rats and the effects of PEWD (fig. 15). A stable
behavioral phenotype in rats is a well documented phenomenon. In paper 2 this
was confirmed by a correlation between the behavior in the EPM and OFT in the
control group. The baseline test in the EPM was used to sort the animals as HR
and LR. When the HR and LR subgroups were exposed to PEWD the HR rats
were more affected. A decrease in OFT central time was the main finding. This
reduction of risk-taking and explorative behavior is interpreted as an increased fear
(“anxiety”) of novel and open spaces. There was no difference in speed or distance
in the OFT. This is indicative of a moderate level of increased fear in the HR
PEWD animals. The moderate fear response can be compared to the human
anxiety.
Discussion
These experiments investigated if individual differences would influence the
withdrawal response from P4 + E2 and that this applies to the male laboratory rat.
The novelty of this finding is the individual reaction during pregnane steroid
withdrawal. Individual response has been documented for other classes of GABAA
receptor active drugs (Crawley and Davis, 1982; Henniger et al., 2002). At the low
dosages which were used in this study the individual sensitivity was more
prominent compared to what is expected at supraphysiological doses. It is likely
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that the same HR subtype which is sensitive to low dose paradoxical effects is also
sensitive to a low dose withdrawal. This is interesting since the low dosages
produce paradoxical effects in some individuals (Ben-Porath and Taylor, 2002; Fish
et al., 2001), and withdrawal responses are also more prominent in HR individuals
(Henniger et al., 2002). Paper 2 shows that withdrawal from a low dose is affective
in some HR individuals.
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Figure 15. Behavior during the pre-test EPM the OFT during PEWD.
A: shows the time in OF zone B during PEWD. The HR animals (black bars) were more affected
by PEWD than the LR animals (white bars). B: Shows the correlation between the baseline EPM
test and the PEWD OFT. The behavior in the control group was consistent between the two
tests. This indicates a stable individual behavioral response. The PEWD group did not show this
correlation and the slope of the regression lines differed (F(1, 18)=7.35; p=0.005).
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It is possible that the HR PEWD sensitive individuals would react with a
paradoxical response (aggression/irritability) to low dose of ALLO and with
withdrawal symptoms of anxiety at a low dose withdrawal.
The model was inspired by the great variation among individuals in the EPM test.
This incident provoked the search for alternative solutions and the field of
individual differences in animals. Applying individual differences is a useful
approach to understand large spreads within populations (Koolhaas et al., 2007;
Overli et al., 2007). Another reason for the usages of the low dose PEWD was to
open the possibility of testing partial steroid antagonists against the PEWD effect.
Lower dosages are easier to block and apply to human usage were minimizing side
effects are crucial. This low dosage model is a suitable option for development of
pharmaceutical agents against PMS and PMDD.

Anxiety-like behaviors during PEWD in HR female rats (paper 3)
Experimental design
In paper 3 a dosage of 5 mg/kg P4 was given i.p. in conjunction with 10 µg/kg 17β E2 each day. The treatment was administered for six days, two times per day at
0800 and 1600. The animals were habituated to the animal facility for 4 days. On
the fifth day assessment of the estrous cycle started using vaginal lavage. In this
study, contrary to paper 2, HR and LR classification was performed using the OFT
instead of the EPM. The OFT started after eight days of vaginal epithelial cell
sampling (vaginal lavage). This method is used to determine the estrous cycle
phases. To minimize the influence of endogenous steroids in the OFT all rats were
tested in the diestrus “resting” phase. Since the animals displayed the diestrous
phase on different days during the OFT the animals were kept in single cages with
fresh bedding. This was done to maintain the experience of novelty during the test
procedure for all animals. Otherwise the procedure was similar as in paper 2. The
OFT endured for 15 minutes. After the OFT blood samples for CORT analysis
were collected in a separate room.
The rats were divided into HR and LR categories based on the time spent in OFT
zones A +B. More than 6.7% of the total time in zones A and B were regarded as
HR animals (median 6.5%). The mean time in zones A +B was for the HR group
9.4% (SD 3.0), and 4.6% (SD 1.8) for the LR group. Stratified randomization of
treatments was used to assure even distributed of the treatment within the HR and
LR groups. The animals were assigned to either vehicle or P4 + E2 treatment. 24
hours after the last injection the rats were tested in the EPM. The EPM was similar
as in paper 2 with the exception of two 40 W lights at the end of each arm and a
test period of 15 minutes. The addition of the lights was intended to increase
aversiveness during the test. The EPM test was extend from 10 minutes (paper 2)
to 15 minutes to match the OFT trial time and produce better coherence between
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the models. The order of the test was changed to verify to correlation between the
models.
Results
Paper 3 was an extended study and verification of the results in paper 2. Here
female rats were used and the EPM test was used to test for PEWD. The individual
HR/LR phenotype relation to PEWD was confirmed in this experiment (fig. 16).
The individual trait was confirmed by a correlation in behavior between the OFT
and EPM (fig. 17). A correlation in CORT plasma concentrations between the two
tests strengthened this relationship (fig. 19, 20). As in paper 2 the HR rats
responded with a greater PEWD effect seen as a decrease in EPM open arm time.
A decrease in CORT after the EPM was seen after PEWD with greater effect in
HR animals (fig. 18).

Figure 16. EPM open arm time (%) at PEWD.
□ = control, ■ = PEWD. PEWD produced a reduction of EPM open arm time in the HR group
(p = 0.004). No effect was seen in the LR or total (HR + LR) group. The HR control group
differed from the LR control (p = 0.028) and LR PEWD group (p = 0.037).
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Figure 17. Relationship between the
behavior in the OFT and EPM.
Time in OFT zones (A + B) before
treatment and EPM open arm time post
treatment correlated in the total control
group (HR+LR)(broken line; r = 0.55, p =
0.035). There was no relationship in the
PEWD group (solid line).
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*
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Figure 18. CORT levels during PEWD after
the EPM test.
□ = control, ■ = PEWD. The CORT levels
were lower in the total PEWD group (HR +
LR) (p = 0.011)(**), and only seen in the
HR PEWD group (p = 0.035)(*).
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Figure 19. Correlation between the CORT
level after the pre-treatment OFT and
PEWD EPM test.
There was a CORT level correlation in the
total control group (HR + LR) (broken line;
r = 0.58, p = 0.028). No such relationship
was seen in the PEWD group (solid line).

Figure 20. Correlation between CORT
levels after the EPM and EPM open arm
edge entries during PEWD.
In the total control group (HR + LR) EPM
open arm edge entries increased CORT
levels (broken line) (r = 0.60, p = 0.032).
There was no such relationship for the
PEWD group (solid line).
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Discussion
These results shows that the effects of PEWD in female rats concur with the effect
in male rats (paper 2). During PEWD the female HR rats showed reduced open
arm time in the EPM, in conjunction with decreased CORT levels after test. In
paper 3 the HR/LR classification test was the OFT and the withdrawal test the
EPM. In paper 2 the behavioral models were used in the reversed order. This
shows that both the EPM and OFT can be used for classification of the HR/LR
trait and behavioral effects of PEWD effect can be detected in both tests. The
correlation found in controls between the open arm parameter and the inner part
of the OFT supports that the tests measure a similar behavioral response.
During PEWD after the EPM test a reduction was seen in CORT levels, this effect
was due to the interaction between the pregnane steroids and the HPA-axis (Carey
et al., 1995; Rivier C, 1991; Windle et al., 2006). Acute injections of P4 and P4+E2
enhance the ACTH and CORT basal and stress induced response (Carey et al.,
1995), and the withdrawal reduces the CORT and ACTH (Windle et al., 2006).
Adrenal glucocorticoids by themselves appear to have a dual role and opposite
effect on fear and anxiety behaviors (Calvo et al., 1998). Removal of the adrenal
glands produce anxiety-like behavior (File et al., 1979; Weiss et al., 1970), and
CORT administration produce anxiolytic-like effects (File et al., 1979). In contrast,
the stress induced fear response disappears after adrenalectomy, and glucocorticoid
antagonists after a stressor increase EPM open arm time (Korte et al., 1995). It has
been proposed that the dualistic actions are due to different CORT receptor types
located in diverse brain structures (Korte et al., 1995). Stress steroids interact
closely with pregnane steroids (Carey et al., 1995; Strömberg et al., 2005; Windle et
al., 2006). Therefore it is possible that these steroids PEWD depression of CORT
levels contributes to the anxiety-like behavior, through actions on the GABAA
receptor (Strömberg et al., 2005).
PEWD is widely claimed to induce anxiety-like behavior (Bitran and Smith, 2005;
Gallo and Smith, 1993; Gulinello et al., 2003; Wieland et al., 1991). The decrease in
CORT during PEWD could be compared to the human characteristic of atypical
depression, were cortisol levels are generally low. A hypoactive HPA axis in
humans produces depressive symptoms labeled as atypical depression with
symptoms such as; apathy, hypoarousal, weight gain, oversleeping, leaden paralysis,
and interpersonal rejection sensitivity (Gold and Chrousos, 2002). The close
connection between neurosteroids and the HPA axis interact in producing the
PEWD depressive emotional state.
The decrease in CORT during PEWD may be involved in reducing the HR
animal’s trait of proactive coping in the EPM. The drive behind proactive coping
has been attributed to the properties of CORT (Dellu et al., 1996), and CORT
increases while the animal is engaged in risk and explorative behaviors (Mikics et
al., 2005; Rodgers et al., 1999). HR animals are more vulnerable to addictive drugs,
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and the reduction of CORT levels at PEWD may change the HR rat’s ability for
proactive coping, as seen in humans undergoing drug detoxification (Madden et al.,
1995).

Chronic subordination stress increases PEWD withdrawal behavior
(paper 4)
Experimental design
In paper 4, the housing conditions were manipulated to produce chronic social
stress. At arrival one young and two old rats were housed together. Three same age
animals were also housed together to verify the effect of chronic social stress in the
younger rats living with two older rats. After 14 days of living in triads in the same
cage all rats were tested in the EPM for the establishment of subordination effects.
After the EPM test an assessment of the social rank within the triad cages was
performed using the tube test (TT) and a food competition test (FCT) (Joly and
Sanger, 1991; Masur et al., 1975). From the social stress housing the subordinate
and the dominant received P4 (5 mg/kg s.c.) in conjunction with 10 µg/kg E2 once
a day for 10 consecutive day. 24 hours after the last injection the PEWD effects
were assessed in OFT and the IT. Direct lighting in the IT was used (100 lx) All
trials were performed during the dark cycle. Blood samples for CORT analysis were
taken at baseline, after 14 days, and after the EPM test.
Results
The social stress housing of one young and two older rats produced greater
anxiety-like behavior in the younger animals. In the EPM these rats had decreased
open arm time (fig. 21). Rats of the same age as the younger rats housed in triads
did not show a decrease in open arm time. Housing with two older rats produces
anxiety-like behavior in the younger rat. Differences were also seen for CORT
levels (fig. 23). At baseline the younger and older rats did not differ in CORT
levels, but after the stress of the EPM the younger rats had increased CORT levels
compared to the older rats. PEWD was only effective in the subordinate animals
and not in the dominant rats. The main effects were increased locomotor activity in
the OFT and increased digging in the IT (fig. 22, 24). In the untreated subordinate
animals there was an increase of aggressive behavior (e.i. pinning)(fig. 25). There
was also a correlation between open arm entries and FCT drinking time (e.i. social
rank)(r = 0.31, p = 0.031) and open arm time (r = 0.32, p = 0.027)(fig. 26). The
food competition test showed a stable social ranking order measured as drinking
time. 21 days after the baseline assessment the rank order still remained (fig. 27).
Social ranking order assessment using the TT showed a 90 % coherence rate
between the pre-treatment test and post treatment retest, (14 days interval), 56 days
after the pre-treatment assessment there was a 71 % coherence rate.
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Figure 23. CORT at baseline and after the
EPM.
The baseline CORT was similar between
younger subordinates and older rats. After
the EPM test the subordinates had greater
CORT levels than for older rats.
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Figure 21. EPM behavior after 14 days of
chronic subordination stress.
The subordinate rats compared to the older
cage mates and same age control triads
showed less open arm time
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Figure 22. OFT Behavior during PEWD
for subordinate and dominate rats.
PEWD increased locomotor activity in the
subordinate rats and not in the dominant
rats.

Figure 24. IT behavior during PEWD in
subordinate animals.
The PEWD effects of increased defensive
burying frequency were seen exclusively in
the subordinate group.
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Figure 25. IT; effects in un-treated
subordinate animals.
The un-treated subordinate animals showed
increased aggressive behavior of greater
pinning frequency compared to the
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The social ranking order in the triads with
one younger and two older rats the rank
remained stable from the pre-treatment
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Discussion
Only the subordinate animals exposed to chronic subordination stress showed
anxiety-like behavior during PEWD. The increased locomotor activity as an
indicator of anxiety-like behavior was supported by the increase in defensive
burying in the IT. These behavioral responses can be interpreted as increased
stress, agitation and excitation, a consequence of the interaction between chronic
social stress and PEWD. This interaction is supported by the fact that social stress
subordination alone does not affect locomotor activity in the OFT (Albonetti and
Farabollini, 1994).
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Other drug classes also show interactions with stress. Repeated stressors interacts
with psychostimulants to increased activity (Stohr et al., 1999), and restraint stress
enhance opiate withdrawal (McNally and Lam, 2005). In the OFT locomotor
activity is one of the major parameters, and both increased and decreased
locomotor activity can be signs of anxiety (Harro, 1993). A reduction of
locomotion is on the other hand a sign of high levels of fear (e.i. freezing behavior)
such as during the presence of a predator (Roseboom et al., 2007), or effects of
sedative drugs (File and Pearce, 1981). Withdrawal from GABAA receptor active
drugs are known to produce both hyperactivity and reduced locomotor activity
(Kayir and Uzbay, 2008; Kliethermes, 2005; Kunchandy and Kulkarni, 1986). In
paper 4 it is possible that the stress of subordination interacted with PEWD to
increase locomotor activity.
For the separate drug and stress effect on locomotor behavior the length of
exposure and dosage influence the response. Prolonged administration of ethanol
increases locomotor activity in the open field after seven and 14 days of treatment
(Boerngen-Lacerda and Souza-Formigoni, 2000), whereas low doses increase
locomotor activity (Correa et al., 2003). A similar bi-phasic effect is seen after
stress. Restraint stress and brief foot shocks reduce OFT activity (van Dijken et al.,
1992), but a pro-longed stressor such as social isolation increase locomotor activity
(Karim and Arslan, 2000).
The results from the EPM test and IT (pinning) supports a social stress effect
produced by a subordinate status. The correlation between EPM open arm time
and drinking time in the FCT shows that a dominant status indicated by more
drinking time in the FCT is associated with exploration and risk-taking in the EPM.
During social ranking order assessment using the TT there was an element of
learning. Some of the rats found the test aversive and refused to enter the tube
after repeated trials. The refusal by some rats compromised the accuracy of this
test. In this test the tube diameter is crucial and should be adjusted so that the rats
cannot pass each other. For repeated assessment and testing the social competition
of the FCT is a better option. Repeated training of the FCT produces a reliable
measure of social rank. In both the TT and FCT the reliability of social rank
assessment decreased in the absence of training of the task.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
There are pre-disposing genetic and personality factors behind PMS/PMDD which
can be compared to laboratory rat’s individual reactions to novel environments
(table 3). Environmental factors such as chronic stress in humans and chronic
stress in animals due to prolonged stress is likely to change the response to
neurosteroids (Perkonigg et al., 2004; Serra et al., 2000). Both PMDD patients and
P4 + E2 treated rats develop tolerance to benzodiazepines, neuroactive steroids
and EtOH (Costa et al., 1995; Nyberg et al., 2004). It is possible that there is an
interaction between the HR trait, stress effects and tolerance development on the
regulation of the GABAA receptor. Under stress the increase in neurosteroids
release the underlying fear, anxiety, and depression that have been controlled by a
high GABAA receptor activity e.i. the paradoxical effect.
Table 3. A hypothetical model of the factors behind PMS/PMDD and memory/learning
disturbances
Hypothetical human model

Animal test models

Pre-disposition

Genetics/personality

High/low responsive (HR/LR)

Environment

Chronic stress

Mediators

ALLO, THDOC production,
CNS, HPA axis
Paradoxical effects, tolerance,
and withdrawal
PMS/PMDD, memory and
learning disturbances

Subordinate social ranking order,
chronic social stress
P4 + E2 injections, HPA axis

Mechanisms
Outcome

Paradoxical and acute effects,
tolerance, and withdrawal
Anxiety-like and aggressive
behavior, memory and learning
disturbances

Treatment regimens
A number of treatment regimens were evaluated to induce anxiety-like behavior
after withdrawal from female sex-steroids (table 4 A, B). A longer treatment as well
as addition of E2 to the P4 treatment produced effects which were only visible in a
sub-group of animals (HR). There were some difficulties in producing ALLO
anxiety-like withdrawal behavior. However, individual reactions were not examined
in these pilot experiments. ALLO given once per days does not seem capable of
producing withdrawal behavior (paper 1). The short half life of ALLO may require
a prolonged secretion which can be achieved by P4 metabolism (Paul and Purdy,
1992). Duration of the treatment is also important and is more difficult to produce
withdrawal effects with intermittent treatment. The difficulties in reproducing
results from other research groups is example of how experimental techniques and
behavioral models can differ between laboratories in aversiveness, such as different
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light and noise intensities. These confounding and variable factors can have great
impact on the experimental outcome. Every behavioral laboratory is unique and
this has to be taken into account when designing behavioral models and treatment
regimens.
Table 4 A. Treatment regimens used to induce tolerance and withdrawal effects on behavior
Treatment
Paper 1
Paper 2

Duration Route

ALLO (2 mg/kg) once per day
ALLO (2 mg/kg) twice per day
ALLO (20 mg/kg) two times per day.
P4 (5 mg/kg) + one E2 (10 µg/kg) on
the last day of treatment. Once/day.

3 days
3 days
7 days
10 days

i.v.
i.v.
i.p.
s.c.

No effect
ALLO tolerance
ALLO tolerance
Anxiety-like behavior in HR
males

P4 (5 mg/kg) + E2 (10 µg/kg).
Once/day. 24 hour withdrawal.
P4 (5 mg/kg) + E2 (10 µg/kg).
Once/day. 24 hour withdrawal.

6 days

i.p.

10 days

s.c.

Anxiety-like behavior in HR
females
Anxiety-like behavior in
subordinate males

24 hour withdrawal.

Paper 3
Paper 4

Behavioral effect

Table 4 B. Pilot experiment treatment regimens
Treatment
Pilot 1
Pilot 2
Pilot 3
Pilot 4
Pilot 5
Pilot 6
Pilot 7

Duration

ALLO 0.1, 0.3, 1 mg/kg. Testing after
10 minutes.
P4 25 mg/kg + 8 µg E2. Once per day
(3 injections). Testing 3 hours after last
injection.
ALLO 10 mg/kg. Once per day (3
injections). Testing 3 hours after last
injection.
ALLO 5, 10, 20 mg/kg. Once per day
(3 injections). Testing 3 hours after last
injection.
ALLO 2 mg/kg + 2 µg E2. Twice per
day. 24 hour withdrawal.
ALLO 5 mg/kg + 2 µg E2 twice/day.
24 hour withdrawal.
P4, 1 & 5 mg/kg. For 3 cycles of five
days with two resting days in between.
Female Long Evans rats.

Route Behavioral effect

Once

i.p.

2 days

i.p.

Anxiolytic effect of higher
dosages.
Anxiolytic effect

2 days

i.p.

Anxiolytic effect in

2 days

i.p.

Dose-dependent anxiolytic
effect

7 days

i.p.

10 days

s.c.

No clear withdrawal effect.
Some freezing behavior.
No clear withdrawal effect

15 days

s.c.

No PEWD effect.
Correlations between EPM
and OFT.

EPM method considerations
At the start of the EPM trial when the rat is first loaded onto the EPM
complications can arise. When the animals are placed on the EPM facing an open
arm (forced exploration) they show different reactions. Some animals are calm and
explore the junction area and then enter an open arm, others run directly into the
closed arms, and some run out onto the open arms. This initial response may
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influence the behavior during the trial. Due to the behavioral variability when
loading the animal onto the EPM it is questionable if forced exploration is the most
suitable loading alternative. Voluntary exploration starting from a closed arm might
be preferable from this perspective.
The EPM produces great variability in open arm scores. To deal with this problem
a large sample size could be used, which is a debatable question. A large sample size
provides better scientific accuracy, but from the ethical guide lines experimenters
should reduce the number of subjects. The aversiveness of the EPM could be
increased to reduce variability. In paper 3 and 4 a light source was directed at the
open arms, which increased aversiveness and reduced open arm time. At the edge
of the open arms the light intensity was 450 lux and 150 lux at the junction area.
The addition of spot lights reduces open arm time with 50 % in our EPM. Lighting
is an important part of the EPM apparatus and can be used to provoke a greater
anxiety-like response. By using extra light sources the EPM is combined with a
similar feature as in the light-darkness test of anxiety. The great variability from
EPM testing was one of the reasons behind starting to examine individual
differences and adding light sources to the EPM. The approach of sorting the
animals into HR/LR individuals is practical from both a scientifically and ethical
point of view.
In our laboratory open arm time is the most useful parameter, and dividing the
open arms into two sections seems to strengthen the data. The distal part of the
open arms can be used as a more rigorous measurement of risk taking, exploration
and anxiety-like behavior. Behaviors performed on the open arms can provide
additional data such as; stretching outwards and around the walls, sniffing and
rearing. Head dipping is a behavior that can be performed from inside the junction,
but when performed on an open arm the animal is usually less fearful. In our
studies (paper 3) head-dipping has been the most useful additional parameter.
Classification of the individual coping response in the EPM and OFT
The EPM and OFT shows great individual variability in the response to the
approach avoidance conflict, and this variation of anxiety-like behavior or
exploration and risk-taking has been described in terms of individual coping
(Koolhaas et al., 1999). Instead of labeling naive animals as anxious/less anxious it
could be assumed that all animals experience the EPM and OFT as aversive and
they respond differently. Thus the apparatus affects all animals but they differ in
their response in that they can respond with low levels of explorative behavior
(reactive/passive coping) or high levels of exploration (proactive/active coping)
(Koolhaas et al., 1999). During testing the aversive stimuli are not only the open or
elevated areas, but the entire situation and surrounding environment. A natural
reaction of the rodent would be to seek escape of the entire situation and
apparatus. The shelter of the closed arms or walls provides some protection but is
still a part of the stressful stimuli. Ultimately the animal should seek to escape the
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entire situation and search for a safer place, e.i. proactive/active coping. With this
rational exploration of the open areas may represent an escape behavior from the
entire EPM and OFT apparatus, and not necessarily a sign of reduced fear.
This dichotomous classification of active/passive coping does not incorporate all
behavioral variations seen on the EPM and OFT. In addition to the coping
response of active or passive there are differences in emotional reactivity (Koolhaas
et al., 2007). For example the active response such as; the length of an open arm
entry can vary greatly, some animals run out and quickly return, and others can stay
on the open arms seemingly untroubled. The same variation applies to the OFT
were the animal can sit still along the wall and be either calm or agitated. Hence
there may be four sub-behavioral classes of the individual response. In our
laboratory we have not proceeded further with this type of categorization of the
rats, but merely divided the animals in a dichotomized fashion of high and low
exploration (table 5). This measurement has proven sufficient. A more detailed
classification of individual stress reactions is fully possible since the range of
behavioral reactions is not as rigid as explore/non-explore.
Table 5. The four possible sub-classes of behavioral responses in the EPM and OFT
Calm

Agitated

Explorative
Non-explorative

Origins of individual differences
In animals, a number of explanations for individual reactions have been suggested,
involving genetic and environmental influences. The genetic factors contributing to
variations are androgen masculinization or variations in short sections of DNA
(minisatellites)(Lathe, 2004). Even genetically identical animal populations show
expression of stable individual differences (Wigger et al., 2001). The divergent
response of HR and LR animals on the EPM has been shown to remain
throughout the life of a rat (Wigger et al., 2001). There is evidence that this effect is
genetically determined rather than learned. This has been shown with a crossfostering and cross breeding tests. HR offspring were nursed by LR foster mothers,
and vice versa, and the EPM differences remained. Cross breeding between the
subgroups showed intermediate EPM behavior between the HR and LR extremes
(Wigger et al., 2001).
Non-genetic environmental factors that influence individuality are; intrauterine
position, nutrition in utero, epigenetic inheritance, maternal stress, maternal
infection, endocrine influence during the estrous cycle, pregnancy or lactation
(Lathe, 2004). The environmental effects on individuality start in the womb. The
uterine environment has been proposed to underline individual differences. A rat is
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usually pregnant with 5-13 pups, and their sibling order inside the womb has been
suggested to shape individuality. For example if a female rat fetus lays in-between
two male fetuses inside the womb, this female may show traits of a more male
behavior repertoire, such as increased dominance and aggression (Meisel and Ward,
1981). In female mice the same pattern of aggression exists (Kinsley et al., 1986b),
along with effects on metabolic factors (Kinsley et al., 1986a). Prenatal stress also
produces altered behavioral responses. In animals exposed to prenatal random
weekly stress produces a delay in the development of home-seeking behavior,
acoustic response and eye-opening (Fride and Weinstock, 1984). Womb position
and prenatal stress are two factors which could influence the HR/LR response.
Pre-natal stress can occur in humans as well as cortisol crosses the placenta (Gitau
et al., 2001). Individual reactions may be partially influenced by environmental
effects starting as early as in utero, and postnatal effects such as early life
experiences or social stress influence physiology and behavior with lasting effects
(Sapolsky, 2005).
Why does individual coping/stress reactions exist?
Individual differences and different coping strategies within populations of
organisms is a known biological phenomenon (Overli et al., 2007), and the
existence of HR/LR traits in various species suggest that the physiological and
behavioral traits have been conserved during evolution (Brelin et al., 2008). In
rainbow trout the HR and LR distributions have been shown to vary dependent on
environmental stability (Brelin et al., 2008). HR rats are more rigid in their behavior
and strategy which is suitable for stable and predictable environments (Koolhaas et
al., 1999). HR rats are poor learners in a Y maze at 25 months (Gorisch and
Schwarting, 2006). In a radial maze HR rats visits more arms but make more errors
than LR rats (Gorisch and Schwarting, 2006). HR pigs are less successful in reversal
learning tasks than LR pigs, implicating that HR pigs have a higher susceptibility to
develop inflexible behavioral routines (Bolhuis et al., 2004). The conservation of
the HR/LR trait across population of species may be an evolutionary selected
mechanism to ensure survival in both stable and unstable environments.
To meet a diversity of challenges individual differences may serve as a groupselected adaptation (Wilson, 1997; Wilson, 2001). Individual differences and
phenotypes allow for adaptations over other groups and are considered adaptive
with regards to resources and response to threats (Wilson, 1998). Individual
differences within a group may also serve as an adaptation promoting group
success.
Advantages of applying individual differences
There are many advantages of an individual-oriented approach to study animal
behavior and the difference in drug reaction. The variance between individuals can
be systematically explained and categorized to predict pharmacological and
behavioral reactivity in other tests (Pawlak et al., 2008). This can be applied to study
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the susceptibility to psychopathology and drug abuse. The approach opens the
possibility to determine and compare behaviors in a broad range of species which
resembles aspects of human personality traits (Gosling, 2001). Individual
differences can be sorted following a continuum or a median split. The individual
approach allows for a more accurate comparison to human behavior and drug
response.
In animal studies there is a percentage of a population which responds with the
paradoxical aggressive response (Fish et al., 2001). In humans there are about the
same prevalence of the paradoxical response to benzodiazepines (Ben-Porath and
Taylor, 2002), and neurosteroids (Andreen et al., 2006b). In a study on impulsivity
related drug addiction the percentage of a population which becomes addicted
coincide with the ratio of human drugs users which become addicts (Belin et al.,
2008; Dalley et al., 2007; Piazza et al., 1989). There is a similar sub-population in
both rats and humans which are more sensitive to neurosteroids and drugs.
Predicting the paradoxical effects
There are many possible factors which influence the individual response to drugs.
The properties of the drug are of importance, such as; lipid solubility, first dose
effect, over-dose effect and the half-life of the drug (Michel and Lang, 2003).
Pharmacodymanic properties can vary between individuals and could hypothetically
be used to predict the individual response which could predict the paradoxical
response, some examples are; receptor composition and sensitivity, receptor
dynamics, ligand binding and mutations. Possible psychosocial factors which can
contribute to the individual response are; personality traits such as; hostility,
impulsivity, frustration, age, alcohol and drug habits, personality disorders and
anxiety disorders. Previous external events can possibly influence the paradoxical
response, such as; affective and professional frustrations, physical or psychic
exhaustion (Michel and Lang, 2003). The paradoxical response may indicate that a
person have a history, or are experiencing current personal psychological
difficulties.
The physical symptoms of PMDD may contribute to the paradoxical symptoms.
Psychological frustration and irritation may come from the breast tenderness or
swelling, headaches, joint or muscle pains, a sensation of "bloating" and weight
gain. Consequently, at low doses neurosteroids may trigger a release of these
feelings, and stressful and provocative situations may add to the inner frustration
and also potentiate the neurosteroid effect (Perkonigg et al., 2004; Strömberg et al.,
2005). The individual experience of the physical symptoms may contribute to the
paradoxical effects.
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Extended implications and theories
Psychological tolerance mechanisms and PMS/PMDD
Prominent features of PMS and PMDD are affective lability (e.i. mood-swings)
(DSM IV, 1994). The monthly fluctuations in neuroactive steroids levels are likely a
part of the etiology. During the initial steroid exposure; the neuroactive steroids
may produce a sedative effect in the luteal phase followed by the withdrawal
(secondary response) at the end of the menstrual cycle. A hypothesis is that the
effects of the neurosteroids become associated with many stimuli through classical
conditioning. Conditioned stimulus surrounding PMS and PMDD symptom onset
can be, a certain date of the month, a time of day, places were the symptoms have
been especially severe. For the following cycles these cues and the exposure to
steroids could trigger a compensatory response to uphold the homeostasis. This
response would correspond to a low dose neurosteroid concentration. There is a
possible compensatory response at ovulation when the progestogens begin to rise
there is a major peak in negative mood symptoms (Halbreich, 2003). However it is
still uncertain if tolerance effects can carry over between cycles. The modern
multiple ovulatory cycles could influence the development of PMS/PMDD
symptoms trough tolerance and behavioral tolerance development. These changes
may persist over the pregnane steroid resting follicular phase. Women with
PMS/PMDD show tolerance to several GABAA receptor active compounds during
the luteal phase while controls do not (Nyberg et al., 2004; Sundström et al., 1998;
Sundström et al., 1997). Compensatory homeostatic responses conditioned to
stimuli associated with experiences of PMS/PMDD could trigger re-occurrence, as
is seen with other addictive substances (Dworkin, 1993; Riccio et al., 1991). The
interval between occurrences could in itself be reinforced on a fixed interval
schedule, which has been shown effective with addictive substances (Baron and
Leinenweber, 1994; McKearney, 1982; Taskin, 1986). That is, it is possible to form
a conditioned response dependent on the time between neurosteroid exposure.
Can multiple ovulatory cycles increase the incidence of PMS/PMDD?
The modern day multiple ovulatory cycles and absence of pregnancy have been
linked to increased cancer incidence of the reproductive organs (Nesse, 1994).
Older women who experiences early menarche, late menopause and who never
experienced pregnancy and lactation are more likely to develop cancer of the
reproductive organs (Nesse, 1994). A hypothesis is that a menstrual cycle which is
not interrupted by pregnancy, lactation or oral contraceptive may also affect mood
and the response to female sex steroids. The normal state in the ancestral
environment was pregnant and lactating non-ovulating women. In the ancestral
environment the normal number of life-time ovulations would have been around
150, today the number of ovulations are around 400-500 (Nesse, 1994). Thus,
nowadays women usually experience an increased number of hormonal cycles.
Hypothetically more ovulations could affect tolerance development to P4
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metabolites. Behavioral tolerance and conditioning have more time to develop, and
the total pregnane-steroid exposure is prolonged.
Evolutionary psychology approach to PMS/PMDD
PMS/PMDD has been hypothesised to be evolutionary adaptive by R.M. Nesse.
For an introduction to evolutionary psychology see Barkow, Cosmides and Tooby
1992. According to the theory mood disorders exists because of their increased
fitness value and greater reproductive success and survival in the ancestral
environment. A number of functions of low mood or depression has been
suggested, such as; avoiding danger, communicating a need for help, signalling
yielding in a social status conflict, regulating patterns of investment, and
disengagement from devotion to unreachable goals (Nesse, 2000). These are
behaviors which all help promote survival and reproductive success.
When considering the human spontaneous mutation rate, depression is observed at
100 times the mutation rate, due to the commonality of mood disorders and
depression must have had a selective advantage in the ancestral environment,
otherwise the prevalence would be low (Longley, 2001). The genetic component to
the prevalence of mood disorders and major depression further supports the theory
(Kendler, 2001). People with parents who have suffered from major depression are
two to three times more likely to suffer from major depression than people with
non depressed parents (Kessler et al., 1997).
A similar argument can be applied to the high incidence of PMDD and PMS. Twin
studies confirm a genetic component to PMS and PMDD symptoms (Condon,
1993). When comparing mood disorders and depression between men and women,
women show an increased incidence compared to men by 2:1 (Cyranowski et al.,
2000). An interesting fact is that the differences do not occur until after the onset
of puberty (Placidi et al., 1998). These facts indicate that when women become
fertile they are more vulnerable to depression and mood disturbances. In
evolutionary terms depression and mood disturbances could be the unconscious
proximal mechanism promoting danger avoidance and seeking shelter (Nesse,
2000). Selection for a low mood which keeps the mother and fetus/child away
from harm has reproductive advantages in early human history, and offers a
possible explanation to why low mood is more common in females.
The difference in symptom severity could be related to the level of perceived
threat, and there may be several biological and social markers that enhance the
signalling of threat, and elicit an emotional response to promote protection.
Possible predictors could include; stress levels and environmental factors, olfactory
sensitivity, family history and socioeconomic background, sickness history. The
potentiating effects of social stress on the reaction to pregnane steroids (paper 4)
may constitute a new understanding for the negative mood effects of pregnane
steroids which supports the argument from evolutionary psychology.
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Future studies
Future research within this field could examine the HR/LR categorization in
greater detail with additional behavioral subclasses. The social ranking order test
could be evaluated using females and tested for changes of the hierarchy along the
estrous cycle. Appetite as well as alcohol consumption could be studied in the food
competition model. The interactions between neurosteroids, behavior and stress
demands further exploration when is seems essential for understanding
psychopathology. Finally, the models presented in this thesis are promising preclinical models for evaluating future drugs against negative effects of neurosteroids.
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Conclusions
 Pre-treatment with allopregnanolone produces tolerance to the negative
allopregnanolone effects on learning and memory.
 The elevated plus maze and the open field test can detect stable individual
differences. These differences are also seen in stress hormone levels.
 Progesterone + estradiol withdrawal is influenced by behavioral (HR/LR)
phenotypes.
 The HR/LR behavioral phenotype influence progesterone + estradiol
withdrawal behavior in both sexes, where the HR individual is more
sensitive.
 Progesterone + estradiol withdrawal decreases corticosterone in female rats.
 Environmental factors of social stress augments withdrawal behavior from
P4 + E2.
 There are both innate and environmental influences behind the response to
progesterone + estradiol withdrawal.
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